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CHAPTER-I 

Introduction 



In photoemission, electrons are emitted when electromagnetic 

radiation, typically in the visible or ultraviolet region is incident on 

the surface. Photoemission phenomenon was first observed by Hertz1 

(1887) and later on, Einstein2 d~scribed it as a quantum phenomenon. 

Nowadays, photoe~ission spectroscopy has become a very popular probe to 

know both the surface and the bulk electronic properties of a solid.· 

In Ultraviolet Photoemission Spectroscopy (UPS) and X-ray. 

Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS) the s·ource of radiations are 

respectively an ultraviolet lamp and an X-ray tube. The ~vailability of 

synchrotron radiation has been very important to the development of 

photoemission experiment. Synchrotron radiation provides a continuous 

spectrum extending from the infra-red to the X-ray region, UPS is 

conceptually identical to XPS except that the incident photons are in 

the energy range of 20-150 eV. It is ideally suited for the study of the 

valence band electrons in the ~urface r~gion. The Universal Curve of 

mean free path shows that UPS photoelectrons originate from the surface 

region and valence band photo cross-section is large at UPS excitation 

energies. 

The variables involved in the photoemission spec~roscopy 

process are the energy, polarization, and the angle of incidence of the 

incident photon and also the energy, polarization and the emission angle 

of the emitted electrons (fig 1.1). In various photoelectron 

spectroscopy techniques, only a few of such variables are varied keeping 

others to be constant. In the constant final state spectroscopy (CFS}, · 

the energy analyzer is set to a specific energy, and the incident photon 

energy is swept, CFS provides a direct measure of both the initial 

density of states and the surface sensitivity. In constant initial state 

spectroscopy (CIS) , the photon energy ("h (I)) and -the electron kinetic 
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this mode of bperation a direct measure of the final state density is 

obtained. In the vectorial photoeffect polarization of the incoming 

photon is varied while by analyzing the electron spin one obtains spin 

~~pol.rized photoemission . 
. .. ·t •. ·:· ·. ' 

Photoemission techniques c~an· be cl.asl?:ified- a~·cord'ihg to· the 

manner in which the energy and momentum of the incident photon and the 

ejected photoelectron are controlled. When the emitted electrcins are 

collected for a specified angle we get angle-resolved 

photoemission and when all emit ted electros are collected by a 

·hemispherical detector we get t·he angl~ integrated photoemission, Escape

length for electrons in the 10 eV -100 eV range is of the order of 10 A0, 

. so the process is surface sensitive. Angle integrated photoemission 

gives joint density of states while, the angle-resolved phot,oemission 

gives a detailed information of band structure, surface sensitiveness 
'· 

etc. In angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy the ··direction and· 

energy of an ejected photoelectron is measured to determine the 
~ 

photoelectron wavevector K. At the surface the wavevector conservation 

breaks down in the direction perpendicul•r to the sur~ace due to the 

lack of periodicity in this direction, But, in the direction parallel to 

the surface periodicity remains and the wavevector cons~~vation still 

holds as 

where, k 
1 

... 
and g are the parallel component of the· bulk electron 

wavevector an~ reciprocal latt.ice vector respectively. From the energy 

conservation at the surface we may write 
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---* 
Therefore, we see that if we know the energy.at the final state Er(k) 

and the vacuum level Ev we can calculate the directions of photoelectrons . 

generated by a bulk transitions. 

In normal photoemission, photoelectrons are .emitted in the 

direction normal to the crystalline 
-4 

surface and we have k =0, 
1 

This 

considerably simplifies the problem as we are confined to sampling bulk 
~ ~ 

states as a function of k
1 

along a specific line in k space. 

In the independent-particle approximation 'f.he expression fo·r 

current density in three-step model of pho"toemission process may . be 

written irom Fermi Gdlden rule3 as 

( 1.1) 

where H1 is the perturbation responsible for photoemissio~ by radiation 

' ( )( .... --. .... 4) .... of frequency ~, given by H = e/2mc A.p+p.A , p being the one electron 

momentum operator and A is vector potential of the photon field. I yi > and 

Ei refer to initial state wave function and energy and I tr > and Er to the 

final state wavefunctions and energy, and fo (E) denotes the Fermi 

occupation function. The sum is taken over all occupied states and the 

8-functions establish the energy selection rule. Therefore, the 

photoemission cr~ss-sectiqn calculation is essentially the evaluation of 
I . 

the matrix element <triH lti> and one has to ~now the initial and final 

st~te wavefun~tions and the photon field at the surface. 

The final state wavefunction is nonvanishing outside the solid 

and represents the electron arriving at the detector while the initial 
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state wavefunction describes th~ ~ound eleqtron before excitation, b~th 

the wavefunctions being the solution of Schrodinger equation of the 

unperturbed system. Th~ initial and the final states are modified from 

the bulk states. by th.e presence of the surface. The electronic states 

in the presence .of surface have been calc:ulated self:-c'onsistently by, a 

nu~be~of authors. These methods are generally based on Linear Augmented 

4 7 8-10 . ' 
·Plane Wave ( LAPW) - and Linear Muffin Tin Orbi tal·s ( LMTO) . me.thods -

and these involve a substantial computational effort. However, so far, 

photoemission calculations have not incorporated the wavefunctions 

resulting from such self-consistent procedure. 

There has be~n a number of approaches for photocurrent 
-

calculation. Mahan11 ( 1970) gave a scattering approach (first proposed 

by Adawi 12 ( 1964)) of photoemission in the free electron model and 

considered the 'angular distributions of photoelectrons,· Ashcroft arid 

Schaich13 (1970) developed a model of photoemission theory on th~ basis 

of quadratic response theory and independent particle appro~imaiion. The 
' " ' calculated results are similar.to that of Mahan. Also, they have studie~ 

photoe'mission from n'early free electron and tight binding model of a 

solid and the photoyield from the surface states. Endriz 14 (1973) 

developed a modified form of the Mi tchell-Makinson15116 time dependent 

perturbative calculation of the surface photoeffect considering both the 

electron excitation back into the metal as well as electron emission 

into the vacuum. The calculation was based on Bloch hydro-dynamic 

equations where an improved treatment of surface polarization charg~ 

density variations had been considered. The results for the case of 

aluminium an~ other nearly free electron metals agree with the. 

experi~ental data but fails to reproduce the direct optical excitation. 

of the surface photoelectric effect in the alkali metals. 

6 



Kliwer (1976) 17 presented both local and non local theory of 

photoemission in detail in which the surface photoeffect was identified 

as being exclusively due to the presence of a longitudinal component of 

the vector potential inside the solid. 

Mativ & Metiu18 (1980) were primarily concerned with the fields 

in the immediate vicinity of the interface and developed a scheme for a 

general solutio.n of Feibelman' s model. They determined a dielectric 

function which in contrast to conventional models is continuous across 

the interface. The plot of the photoyield versus photon energy did not 

show the behaviour as obtained by Feibelman19 and Levinson et a120 for 

aluminium. They found their model to be valid for photon energy greater 

than the plasmon energy and the model was applicable only to free· 

electron type of solids. 

The photon field can also be ~alculated from hydrodynamical 

model which considers the electron hole-spectrum and uses the dielectric 

function. Using this model Kempa and others21 (1983, 1985) calculated 

the vector potential for aluminium and also had incorporated the photon 

field in the photoyield calculation. It is shown that the frequency 

dependence of the photoyield is essentially due to the behaviour of the 

electric field but does not depend very much on the initial and final 

state wavefunction. Their results for photoyield agree with the 

experimental data. Barbe ran and Inglesfield22 (1981) calculated 

photoemission from aluminium considering the band structure effects but 

th,ey have neglected the screening of the photon field. Although their 
', 

results fail to produce the observed variation of ph~toe•issiori. · 

intensity from a constant initial state as a function of p~oton.en~rgy ~- ·· 

it gives good agreement with t:\1e experimental data at fixed photon 
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energy, Further, using the simple hydro dynamical method for non-local· 

screening at a metal surface they have calculated photocurrent from both 

the surface state and the Fermi level of al.uminium which gives good 

agreement with the experimental results. 

M~yers & Feuchtwang23 ( 1983) developed a detailed theory of 

photoeinission from a free electron metal with a vanishingly small 

optical absorption above the plasmon energy. Calculated photoelectron 

energy distribution.curves (EDC) differ significantly both in magnitude 

and dependence on photon energy from the conventional free electron 

result~.-Lee & Schaich24 (19881 presented a series of model balculations 

on a simple theory of photoemission yield for jellium metals considering 

the spatial variation for both the potential energy barrier and the 

photon field. They have shown that a suitable choice of the parameters 

can made the predictions to agree with experimental data. retaini~g the 

surface effect mechanism. 

Feibelman19 ( 1975) calculated the vector potential in the 

neighbourhood of a flat jellium-vacuum interface, for the case of long 

wavelength transverse electromagnetic wave incident form the vacuum. 

The Random Phase Approximation (RPA) to the conductivity tensor was used 

and the required one electron wave functions were evaluated from the 

self-c.onsistent surface barrier potential of Lang and Khon25 , Vector 

potential was studied in detail, as a function of the parameters of the 

s~rface and the photon energy which may be used for the calculation of 

refraction effects in surface photoemission and in reflection 

spectroscopy. Again for the jellium model, he calculated the surface 

photocurrerit u~ing the same surface potential barrier model to evaluata 

the initial and final state wavefunctions and the spatial behaviour 9f 

the photon field. The shapes of the surface photoelectron energy and the 
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angular distribution are independent of the surface structure, while, 

the total surface photoyield versus frequency is strongly dependen~ on 

it. 

Mukhohopadhay & Lundqvist 26 (1978) calculated the electromagnetic 

field near a semi infinite jellium surface. The solutions fo~ the vectot 

potential in the vacuum and bulk regions are of asymptotic f9rm and in 

the surface region this form becomes modified due to the potential. They 

concluded that the solution in the surface region depend essentially on 

the particle-hole excitation. They used their formulation to study the 

semi classical infinite barrier (SCIB) model of the sharp metal su~face 

and the long wavelength limit for the electromagnetic wave incident on 

a diffuse metal surface which have been considered by Kliewer and 

Feibelman. 

Photoemission calculations based on LEED formalism have been 

done by several authors e.g. , Liebsch27 , Pendry28 , Pendry & Hopk'inson29 • . . 
Liebsch (1974) presented a' detailed theory of angle-resolved 

photoemission from the localh;ed adsorbate orbital considering the 

effects of final states. In some theoretical approaches, photoemission 

process is considered as a one-step quantum mechanical event in which an 

electron, under the influen~e of the elect~omagnetic field,· is removed 

from an.occupied state and deposited at the detector. Liebsch (1976) 

expresses the initial state wa~efunction as the sum of the spherical 

waves emanating . directly from the· atom at the origin and also the 

scattered waves from the surrounding atoms, to the detector. Both 

multiple and single scattering processes are included. The approach is 

similar to LEED but here, electron source is the spherical wave rather 

than the external beam of plane wave electrons. 

A sophisticated theory of photoemission has been developed by 

9 
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. 28 
Pendry· ( 1976). :where, the wavefunctions for .both the initial· and final 

st·ates for. the' semi-inf.ini te solid 3.re constructed accuratei'y, The .semi-:

infinite ~olid fs su~posed to be composed of stack of parallel layers of 

atoms with a potential of muffin-tin form ... The· initial state' 

wave.function has di'fferent forms in ·the interstitial and. muffin-tin 

reg'lons i The final state wavef·unction is represented by an electron 

going to the detector as in Low Energy Electron Diffraction. The.¥ector 

potential was taken to be a constant and a convenient choice of a gauge 

for the vector potential simplifies the mathematical calculations. For 

the scattering frofu each layer, the reflectlon and transmission matrices 

~ave been calculated and this procedu~e js continued first fo~ a pair of 

layers and then pair of pairs and so on. This is called the· layer 

doubling method to consider the finite thickness of the crystal. The 

conditions for the convergence of the' method is to introduce an 

imaginary part of the potential ( v0i <0) to consider some finite 

absorption. This is computationaly a fast method and can also be 

extende~ to photoemission from surfaces covered with overlayers. The 

r 
formali~m has been applied to both clear and adsorbate covered 

surfaces30 . 

Ishii & Aisaka31 ( 1991) presented a theoretical analysis of the. 

angle-resolved photoemission spectrum by using a dynamical mu~ tiple 

scattering formalism for photoelectrons. Their calculated spectr4m shows 
J < . 

a different peak'position compared with that of band calculation with 

the same muffin-tin· potential which may be due t~ the multi~le 

scattering effect of the photoelectrons and the mean free path effect 

for both the initial and final states of photoexcited electrons. 

However, the discrepa~cy bet~een the calculated and the experimental 

results32 is very small in case of Al(lOO) but large for Na(llO). 

10 



The wavelengths of radiation typically used for exciting the 

photoelectrons are long com~?ared to atomic dimensions. This is the 

argument for ignoring the spatial variation of the incide'nt 

eiectromagnetic field and take it to be constant. This assumption of. 

constan~ field can be utilised to ma~e the computation simpler by using 

the commutation relation betw~en ~ andl and choosing a .convenient gauge· 

- as has been done, for example, by Pendry. 

In many cases the results of such calculations gave 

reasonable agreement with experiment. However, in certa~n situations, 

e.g. variation of photocurrent with photon energy, the consideration of 
·,;: 

spatial variation of photon field is important. Bagchi & Kar33 showed 

that, even with a simple model, conside~ation of variation of.field near 

the surface gave a reasonable qualitative agreement with ex,PeFimental 

results for the photocurrent from the tungsten surface as a function of 

photon energy, Feibelman has a:lso considered this problem in some detail 
I • 

with his much more sophisticated self-consistent field calculation with 
~ 

the jellium model, and applying this to the case of aluminium showed 

that the spatial variation o~ the photon field should not be ignored: 

Feibelman's calculation is, however, applicable only to free elect~on 

metals 1 and further, the self-consistent field calculation is an 

extremely involved process and no attempt has been made so far to 

incorporate this field variation into a LEED type calculation. 

The model of Bagchi & Kar, on the other h~nd, uses 

exp~rimentally measured optical data a~ input and is therefore~ much 

more empirical in cha~acter. However, the expression for field can be 
l 

analytically derived in the long wavelength limit for this model and so 

Lt is easier to incorporat~ into a photoemission calculation. 
' 

In 

additi?n, this model may be applied to metals other than free electron 

11 



types. We rtote that being a 'local' model - it is inadequate for the 

exact description of fields ·· but it is definitely an improvement on 

constant field. The fields for a number of elements have been calculated 

with this. model 34 . We have used this model in our photoemission 

calcuL~ti~ns and so, at this point we give a brief description of the 

fields~resulting as solutions of this model. 

In this model, the z-direction is taken to be perpendicular to 

the nominal surface chosen as z=O plane and the m·etal is assumed to 

occupy all the space to the left of this plane! The response of the 

electromagnetic field is bulk like everywhere except in the surface 

region defined as -a/2~z~a/2, In this region the model dielectric 

function is chosen to be a 'local' one which interpolates between the 

bulk value and the vacuum value (unity) out side as 

1 

( 1. 2) 

-

a 
z~--

2 

For a p-polarised light, incident on the surface plane at an angle 

ei with z-axis, the magnetic field B(z) = B (Q,~,z) (where Q=(~/c)sinBi 

is small) is in they-direction and it obeys the following equation with 

e=e(~) 

This equation may be obtained frf.lm Maxwell's equations, The components: .. 

of the electric field can be obtained from the magnetic field by using 

the relations 

12 



•X(- } E :0, (Ill I' z = c dB 
iCA>£ dz 

= _ sin81 B 
£ 

The solution of the above equation leads to the normal componen~t of the 

electric field in the limit ~a/c-0 

£ (fAl) s.in281 

( 1. 3) 

a£ ( {&)) 
1-£ ((a)) 

. a z<--
2· 

..! + _! 1 +e ( (!) ) 
a 2 1-£ (CA>) 

z>~ 
2 

·In our calculation, we have made a slight change by taking the 

surface region from -a to zero. This transformation does not change the 

qualitative behaviour of the field in the different regions .. 
. ' 

In this thesis, we have first used the free electron.model for 

initial and final state wavefunctions and the case of normal 

photoemission from the Fermi level of aluminium for the (100.) face was 

considered as an application. For improving the free electr6n 

wa~efurctions, the initial ~ftee-elect~on like) state was replaced by 
. ?. 

that calculated with a periodic potential in muffin-tin form. The case 

of aluminium was considered ag8.in and the calculated results ·were 

compar~d with the free electron results. Finally, the form~iism for 

photqcurrent calculation with a LEED type final state and band initial.· 

state with the field given by this model has been d~velqped. However, 

numerical results for this case have not yet been computed. 

13 
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In addition, we have calculated the local field near , t.q.e 

surface of some dtpolar lattices viith hexagonal, hexagonal close-packed 

and diamond structure. The major part of the works included in this 

thesis have been publ:lshedJS,4l,S2, 

. We may mention that the fields calculated from Bagchi & Kar ,, 

model, along with free electron wave functions have also been used 

subsequently by Thapa & Kar for normal photoemission from beryllium and 

the results are to be published soon39 . Also calculations with Kronig-

Penney wavefunctions and fields_ from this model and the dielectric 

f~nctions for a number of ele~ents have been performed and published40 ~ 

The contents of the thesis are organized as follows. In qhapter-II 

the photoemission calculation using free electron wavefunction with a 

simple'model for the spatially varying photon field and its application 

to aluminium has. been presented. The photocurrent using the same simple 

form for the photon field, band wave functions and also a muffin-tin 

potential for aluminium and tungsten surface are presented in chapter-

III. Chapter-IV has formalism for photocurrent calculation with time 

reversed LEED type final states, band initial states and the photon 

field variation in the surface region. Chapter-V contains the 

calculation of the dipolar fields near the surface of crystals with 
' 

simple hexagonal, hexagonal close·-packed and diamond structure. Precise 

summary of the total work done in this· thesi~ and conclusion are given 

in chapter VI. The details of some involved mathematical calculations 

and the FORTRAN programs used are given in th.e APPENDIX. Reprints of 

publications are also included. 

. ...... ::·~ . 
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2.1 Introduction 

Photoemission experiments on surfaces of solids are basically concerned 

with the excitation of electrons by the incident photon energy,'A simple 

calculation of photocurrent (in one electron approximation) involves t~e 

evaluation of matrix elements (equation 1.1) of the form <tr; I H
1

1 fi >, 

where I ti > and I fr > denote the initial and final one-electron states 

whose energies •are connected by 
I - 4-+-"~ 

H =(e/2mc}. (p.A+A.p). 
~ 

p 

_, 
being the one-electron momentum operator and A, the vector potential 

' . 
associated with the photon field. The states I ti> and I tr > are modified 

from the bulk states by the presence of the surface. Similarly, the 

photon field also ha~ a spatial variation in the surface region. 

In standard photoemission calculations27 •28 the one-

elect~on states are calculated with a high degree of accuracy ~ but the 

~ariation of the photon field is generally neglected. Depen~in% on the 

type of the experimental data one intends to compare ~he calculation 

with, this may or may not be a reasonable approximation. Ip ~he case 

where ,one look~ at the photoemission current as a function 6f phot~n 

energy:with a constant initial state, the photon field variation in the 

s~rface region needs to be considered more carefully. However, a first 

principles calculation of the electromagnetic field in the presence of 

the surface is· an extremel'y complex problem - only fo·r the case of 

jellium the results are ava ilable 19 •26 • Bagchi and Kar33 , on the other 

hand, computed the field in a simple 'local' model, using experimentally 

determined frequency-dependent dielectric functions as para~e~er, and 

they used this for calculation of photocurrent from the surface state of 

tungsten. This simple model is applicable to those elements for which-

the frequency-dependent dielectric functions are known. In this chapter, 

we use this model in conjunction with free-electron wavefunctions for 

16 



electron states and show that the results obtained agree qualitatively 

with experimental data and tbe theoretical results obtained by more 

sophisticated jell ium field calculations. This would indicate that. w~. 

may use the simple model ·for calculation of photoemission cros$-section 

of other metals for which the jellium results would not be applicable. 

The contents· of this ch.apter have a'lready been published38 . Subsequently, 

a successful application in the case of berryllium has also been made 39 . 

We are considering the photoemission to take place along z-axis, 

I 
which is normal to the surface. We may therefore write H as 

H" 

whe:re, - ( . A(ot ( z) A z) = --=:;..__-
r,) A 

0 

wH:h A
11 

( z) as the component. of the vecto'r potential _along z-axis, and 

A0 is the amplitude of the incident beam. The formula for photoemission. 

cross-section (equation.l.l) can be written·as 

do k: I I ... d 1 d .. I 12 
do Jlj - <llf.., A (z) -+--A (z) •••1> 

CA> ... r,) dz 2 dz w ., 

( 2 .1) 

To evaluate the matrix element in equation (2.1) we ha~~ to construct 

-+ 
tp tr and determine Aa· 
2.2 Initial and final state wavefunctions 

The wave functions for both the initial and final states are 

calculated in the free electron model with the potential given by 

EF being the energy at the Fermi J.evel in the free electron model and ··-· 

the work function, B{z) is the step function defined as: B(z)=O for z<O 

17 



and 8(z)=l for z>O-as shown in fig 2.1. By matching the wavefunctions at 

the surface plane z=O, we may write the initial state wavefunction as 

2 'k 
• ~ 1 e -:x:z e i1c •. .i:'l 
~k -'IP i ,., 

z>O 

where, k 2 2n1 k-2 ·=-·Ei- I ~ 'h2 I X2= 2m ( v: -E ) +f2 
7~2 o i I 

( 2 . 2 ) 

..., 
and k 

1 
and 1-

1 

~ 

are the components of k and ~ in the x-y plane 

plane parallel to the surface, 

Similarly, the final state wavefunction may be written as 

z>O 

z<O 

where, 

( 2. 3) 

2~3 Photon field· 

i.e. · tne 

Th d 1 f B h . d 1·· 33 . 1 d f h . f e mo e o age 1 an Lar 1s emp oye or t e computat1on ~ 

A
11

( z). We assume the z-qirection to be perpendicular to the' nominal 

surfade which is chosen as z=O. The slLght change made from the mod~l of 

Bagchi & Kar seems to be more realistic to us and is also more 

convenient when we want to include the periodic potential later. The ____ , 

metal is assumed to occupy all space to the left of the z=O plane as 

shown in fig 2.2. The response of the electromagnetic field is bulk-like 
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·, .... , 
.··. everywhez;'e ·except in the surface region defined by -a:Sz:SO. In this 

·:·. 

region~£he model dielectric functi0n is chosen to be a locaL· one which 

interpolates linearly between the bulk value inside the metal and the 

vacuum value (unity) outside. The model frequency-dependent dielectric 

function is therefore given by 

E1 ((I)) +iE2 ((I)) 

E ( (I)) i!i 1 + ( 1-E ((I)) ) ~ 
a 

1. 

z<-a 

-a~z~O 

z>O 

For the complex dielectric function e(~ 1 z) we use the experimental 

values given by Weaver35 .-we conside~ p-polarised light to be incident 

on the surface pl'ane making an angle ei with the z-axis. We have chosen 

the origin to be at the metal-vacuum interface instead of at the centre 

of the ·surface region and by substituting (z+a/2) for z in equation 

(1.3) the calculated vector potential of interest, Ai(z), in the long

wavelength limit (~a/c)~O is 

z<-a 

sin28.1 ae(w) 

J[e(w) -sin2 8:i1 +E((I)) cosfJ1 [1-E((I)) l z+a 
-a~z~O 

E (w) sin281 z>O 

( 2. 4) 

2.4 Cross-section calculation 

To calculate the photoemission cross-section we have to integrate 

the matrix element in equation (2.1) over the different regions of the 

solid i .. e., vacuum, surface and bu:~k region using the expressions forti,· 
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..., 
tr and t\ (equations 2.2-4) as 

f .. . r.... d 1 d - ) ] I = ,.,tlA ( z) - +·- [-·-A ( z ] t 1dz 
· -oo 't' fo) dz 2 dz (() 

( 2 . 5 ) 

In the following sections we shall calculate each of the ·integral in 

equation (2.5) over the different region of the solid 
i- ' 

a) Bulk region 

The photon field equation ( 2. 4) is a constant here an,d we calculate 

analytically the first term of equation (2.5) as 

.,,., 0 . . f-a .., a.., i . 
I = t ~ll (z) --dz 

1 _.., fA .. fo) dz 

where, 
2 q:ll 

.. ""1 and A
1 

= 
q+kt 

( 2 . 6 ) 

·b) Surface region 

It is already mentioned that the extent of the surface region i~ 

-a~z~O and the photon field has a spatial variation over this reg.ion and.,,.· 

we calculate numerically two terms (2~d & 3rd term of equation 2.5) as 
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f o - dt · 
I 2 = 1i' t;A(I) ( z) -d ~ dz 

-a Z 

and 

where, 

( 2 0 7) 

c) Vacuum region 

Photon field has no spatial variation in the vacuum region and · 

we calculate the 4th term of equation (2.5) 

( 2 • 8 ) 

. ii . q-k& . ] =~k ,c e -.lqz+ L e~qz e -xzdz 
~ 3 (1 q+kf 

=ik C (_:_L + q-kf 1 ] 
1 3 iq+x q+kf x-iq 

where, 

The general expression for pho.toemission (equation 2. 1) in terms of r1 ,, .. 

r 2, 13 and 1
4 

would be 
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( 2. 9) 

Using equations (2~6-2.9) we have calculated photocurrent numerically.· 

Some portions of the computer programs are given in the appendix-II. 

However, to ensure convergence for z<O, one has to introduce a 

convergence factor due to lifetime effects. This is a standard ptocedure 

in Low Energy Electron Diffraction and photoemission calculations (see, 

for example, Pendry~). We do it here by introducing a factor e-az (for 

z<O) in the calculation of the matrix element - this is to take into 

account the inelastic scattering of electrons. 

2.5 Results and discussion 

We have .applied OUI" results for computing the normal 

photoemission from the Fermi level of aiuminium (100) face, for which 

the experimental results as well as theoretical calculations using 

jellium model are available. The e~perimental results are shown in fig 

2. 3' the data of Levinson having been used .. for our 

38 calculations , we have taken+ = 4.25 eV and EF=11.7 eV - thrs~ values 

have been given.by Ashcroft and Mermin37 • Since normal photoemission is 

considered k
1 

=0; also ei is taken to be 45° as in the experiment. Our 

results for the photoemission cross-section are shown in fig 2.4 (with. 

a= 10 atomic units). We see that there is qualitative agreement between 

the experimental data and the calculated photo-current. The calculated 

curve shows a peak at 11 eV 1 a·minimum at 15 eV (-plasmon energy ) and 

again a broad peak around 20.5 eV, These features are also present in 

the experimental curve- although the ratio of the peak heights.of the·· 

two peaks (below and above the plasmon energy) in the calculated and 
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experimental curve is different, 

We further investigated the origin of the peak at 11 eV in the 

calculated spectrum and concluded that it is a surface feature. As 

evidence for that we plot the fieJd I AQ( z )I as a function of z in the 

surface region for ~~=11 eV (fig 2,5). We see that there is strong peak 

in the middle of the surface region. For ~~=15 eV and 20 eV, on the 

other hand, the plot of J A
61

( z )I does not show any peak in the surface 

region. 

As further evidence of the peak at 11 eV . being surface 

related, we show the results of a calculation of photo-current with 

fields given by the Fresnel refraction formula (obtained by putting ~=0 

in equation 2.4) 

J (E (6>) -sin2 0i] +e (f») COSB 

e (6>) sin261 ·=-----
J[E(f») -sin2 8i) +E(f») COSO 

z<O 

z>O 

and the (free-electron) wavefunctions are the same as in equations (2.2-

3), We see that, although there is a minimum around 12 eV, there is no 
,'1 • • 

peak around 11-12 eV (fig 2.6). Above the plasmon frequency, the curve 

shows a peak which is much more pronounced than that in the calculation· 

with a surface ~egion (fig 2.4). The peak in the experimental d~ta above 

th~-~lasmon frequency is also mqch less pronounced. Anyway, it is quite 

clear tha~ the calculations with the simple Fresnel refraction tormula 

is not even qualitatively correct - in particular, it comple~ely fails 

to reprQduce the peak around 11-12 eV. 

We have thus shown that with a simple local model for the .. ·· ·. 

dielectric function, we can get a qualitative agreement with 

experimental data. There have been previous calculations, notably by 
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Levinson· et a120 and Barberan and Inglesfield22 for aluminium. Kempa and 

others21 have also considered the photoyield in terms of . the 

hydrodynamical model and attributed the 12 ev peak to plasma waves. The 

calculations of Levinson et al, employing the self-consistent jellium 

model for fields in the surface region are more sophisticated and their 
:r 

result~ are in better agreement with the experimental data. However, 

the calculations for jellium can not be extended to more complicated 

cases, e.g. 1 transition metals and semiconductors, while the model we 

have employed can be extended to these cases. So the qualitative 

agreement we obtain in aluminium and the previous application of -the 

d 1 t th f t t 33 . f. d . 1 same mo e o e case o ungs en g1ves us con 1 ence to app y our 

model to photoemission calculations for other metals and semiconductors. 

However, for these cases, we can not use free electron wavefunctions any 

more. 

In conclusion, although there are shortcomings in the. model 

for electromagnetic field employed here (for example, since 

experimentally m'easured dielectric functions are used as inputs, the 

physic~l origin of the surface- related peak cannot be pin-pointed) -it 

gives iesults in reasonable agreement with experimental data, and has 

the potential of being used for a number of metals and semiconductors. 

In the next chapter, we shall combine a better description of the 

wavefunction with the field given by this model for photo-current 

calculations. 
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CHAPTER -III 

Photoemission calculation 

with band initial state 

wa.vefunction 



3.1 Introduction 

In the last chapter we have seen that, a simple local model of 

dielectric function varying with the distance from the surface piane in 

the surface region gave us a reasonable description of the photo6urrent 

as a function of photon energy for aluminium even with the free eiectron 

wavefunction for the initial and the final states. However, we know that 

we should include the crystal potential for the proper de~c~ip~ion of 

th~ metal - so that we should.have the correct band structur~ and the 

density of states. In this chapter, we shall take a step in that' 

direction - we shall consider the initial state as a proper band state. 

We shall describe the final state in the free electron form - although 

this is not the correct wavefunction. The reason for this is that the 

computational procedure even with the free electron final state becomes 

much more involved. We shall give the ·tormalism first and we shall 

present numerical results for aluminium and show a comparison ~ith the 

result of the previous chapter. 

have already been publ ished41 , 

The important results of this chapter 

As before, the main ingredient in the photocurrent 
' . 

I I .... ... ~ -t 
calculation is the matrix element <triH lti> where H = (e/2mc),(A.p+p.A). 

For the calculation oft·, we shall assume the solid to be composed of 
l 

layers parallel to the surface (Fig 3.1); further we shall assume that 

within each layer there is one atom per unit cell and the centres of 

all the atoms lie in the same plane parallel to the surface. We shall 

consider the crystal potential to be of muffin-tin form. For each layer. 

we expand wavefunctions in the muffin-tin form and in the interstitial 

region, since the potential is constant the wavefunctions can ~~·~ 

expanded into forward and be.ckward travelling plane waves~ With the. 
I 

centre of a muffin tin sphere in the layer chosen as origin,, the 
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wavefunction may be written as: 

E A 1Lf11 (R) YL (6 v <J>) spherical region 
L ' 

Wi (.f) = 
Lu [uge~-x; . .R+vuei~ . .R] interstitial region 

( 3. 1 ) 

with the i's denoting two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vectors and ~j 

is the origin at the j -th layer. v0 is the constant interstitial 

potential with respect to vacuum. To determine ui and ~ an eigenvalue 

equation is constructed by using scattering properties of the layer and 

the Bloch condition, the solutions of which give the Bloch waves with 

the real . and complex wave vectors. From these, the real Bloch waves 

propagating towards the surface are identified. u-g and vi form the 

eigenvector for this Bloch wave. The construction of the eigenvalue 

equatiOn is given in the append :i.x- I. The u-g.~ vg' s corresponding to 

d~fferent layers are related by Bloch equation. This method is used in 

LEED type calculations and the details are given , for example,: by 

36 Pendry . The AL's are determiqed from ui's and vi's by proper matching. 

With the wavefunctions in each layer thus determined, one can 

write down the initial state wavefunction in the vacuum region as an 

exponentially decaying function 

(3. 2) 

and z=~o is the surface plane with respect to the origin in the first 
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layer. The coefficient ~ can determined by matching across the vacuu~ 

plane. 

-The final state tr and the vector potential A are taken to be the 

same as in the last chapter. This means that we shall be considering p-

polarized radiation in the long wavelength limit, and only> the z-. 

component (i.e., the one normal to the surface) will be considered. In. 

addition, since in the description of the initial state the solid is 

divided up into layers, we shall consider the surface region to be equal 

to an integral number of layers. In what follows, we shall take the 

surface region to be the same as the first layer for calculational 

simplicity, but this may be extended to include more than one layer. 

3.2 Matrix element calculation 

We may now write down the ·matrix element for the solid as a whole 

( 3 • 3 ) 

where, in each regiod the wavefunctions and vector potentials 

corresponding to that region have to be used. 

i] Vacuum region 

For this regi6n form of the wavefunctions and the photon field are as 

follows 

~\. 

"'f (f) ::;; eiiJ. (.l-i'o> + q-kf e -[q. (i'-i'o) 

q+kf 

and the integration can be calculated analytically and the result is 
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( 3. 4) 

= -A E T. S [ 1 + q-k f 1 ] 
1 Xo o o Xo+iq q+kf Xo-iq 

where, s0 is the area of the surface unit cell. The integration for the 

parallel part becomes a a-function from which we get only the 

... 
contribution from the term g=O. 

ii] First (surface ) layer 

We have taken the width t)f the surface layer to be different from 

the other layers. This was done so that the metal-vacuum interface 

( z=z0) can be taken to be tangential to the last layer of muffin-tin 

spheres as shown in fig 3. 2 o The form of the photon field in the 

surface layer is 

1 

In the factor !31 , which i~ similar to B1 of the chapter- I I, an 

additional term (-z0/a) comes due to the change in the position of the 

origin. Here we have taken the muffin-ti~ centre as the origin instead 

of the .metal vacuum interface as considered in the previous chapter. 

In each layer we shall calculate the matrix element for the 

interstitial and muffin-tin region separately. 

The evaluations of the integral over the interstitial 

region is somewhat more complicated because of the shape of th~ region. 

i.' To do it, we perform the integ;:-ation over the cell ( wfiole layer) and 

over the m~ffin-tin sphere, using the form for ti for the interstitial 

region. Subtracting these two integrals we obtain the matrix element for 
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'. 

the interstitial region as given in the following equation 

( 3 • 5 ) 

form 

In the interstitial region the wave functions have the following 

2 q e ikr<1'-i'ol 
q+kJ., 

Using the above forms for the wave functions we calculate the 

integration DYer the cell as 

T2 = f-~"';[xfl). V+ ~(~.X) ]"'1d3 r 

where, 

( 3. 6) 

4 

2qA1Eeifr.lo 

( q+kf) ( 1-E) 

and D is the lattice constant. 

and 

For evaluating the integral over the muffin-tin sphere, we have 

to expand tr- , ti ·and the z-component of the vector potential in 

spherical harmonics (or Legendre Polynomials). ·To express Az and AzA in 
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spherical coordinate, we write them in the following fo~m 

Ali) (z) = Ac.> (rcos 6) = 

with B1 (r) = } ("' Ac.> (rcos 8) P1 (cos 8) sin8d8 
2 +1 J 0 . 

· and ~(z) = ~ (rcos8) = 
1 

with D1 (r) = (
21

2
+

1
) fo"~ (rcos8) P1 (cosO) sin8d8 

. ( 3. 7) 

We have calculated these integrals analytically using the standard form 

f h . t. 42 o t e 1ntegra 1ons . The details of the· expressions for the radial 

part of the photon field B1 ( r) 9.nd D1 ( r) for different values ·of 

angular momentum 1 are given in the Appendix-!. 

We calculate the matrix element in the muffin-tin region using the 

interstitial form for the initial state wavefunction given by 
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wher:~~ K± = f(;&. 2 . 
""I p '::$L 

( 3 • 8 ) 

and r
11 

being the muffin-tin radius. Here we have used the standard 

expansion 

( 3. 9) 

and also the orthogonality properties of spherical harmonics. ' ' 

The form for the initial state wave function inside the muffin-

tin sphere is given by 

and the calculated form of the matrix element over the muffin-tin sphere 

comes out to be 
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(3.10) 

Although the explicit form of the equations ( 3. 8 & 3. 10) are the ·same 

but we have used different form for ti' In the above equation angular 

parts of the integration are given by 

For further simplifications for these angular integrals we have used the 

recursion relations for the spherical harmonics. 

Therefore, 1st layer contribution to the. matrix 

element can be calculated from the terms T2 , T3 and T4· and equation 

iii] Bulk layers 

For the bulk layers we calculate the matrix element 

over the interstitial and muffin-tin region separately as we have done. 

in the 1st layer. It is to be noted that the photon field is co.nstant 

here given by 
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and in the integration we have no term involving the variation A(z). In 

the bulk layers the calculations are simpler compared to that of the 1st 

layer and we have calculated some of terms analytically. 

Term T5 is the matrix el:~ment for the cell (whole layer) with the 

interstitial form for the initial state wavefunction, similar to the 

term T2 of the 1st layer given by 

where, 

( 3.11) 

. [ - D] 
V 0Sln Kgfz4 ] 

Kgfz 

Similarly, in the interstiti~l we calculate term T6 which is identical 

to term T3 of the surface laye~ 

(3.12) 

Calculation of the matrix element in the muffin-tin region is the 

same as in the surface layer (term T4) and the result comes out to be 
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where, 

(3.13) 

Similar to the surface layer the bulk contribution (using equation 

3. 5) is obtained from the relatic·n T8=T5-T6+T7• 

Using the values for the different terms Ts, T8 and Ty( =T1 ) we 

have calculated the photoemi~sion cross-section numericallt (using 

eqn.~.3) for which some portions of the FORTRAN programs are given in 

the appendix-III. 

3.3 Results and discussion 

We have applied our formalism to calculate normal photoemission 

cross-section from the Fermi level of aluminium and tungsten E;tS ·a 

function of photon energy. For both the ~tructures we have calculated ., 

the band'structures where the imaginary part of the crystal potential 

has been taken to be zero. We have used some of the subroutines given by 

Pendry36 and Hopkinson et al 43 • For the photon field calculation, data 

given by Weaver35 for the complex dielectric function of aluminium and 

tungsten as a function of photon energy were used. The ma~imum value of 

the angular momentum L has been taken to be 4. Since the final state wa~· 

taken to· be free electron like a convergence factor of exp( 7az) was 
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introduced in the final sta':.e to take into account the inelastic 

scattering of electrons. 

The muffin-tin potential and the crystal parameters for 

aluminium are those given by Pendry36 . We have taken37 Er=11. 7 ev, 

v0=15.95 ev and the lattice constant for aluminium as 4.05 A0. In the 

-+ 
figure ( 3. 3), we show the result obtained for normal photoemission ( k =0) 

1 
for a p-polarised photon incident at 45° to the surface normal. 'The two 

curves shown correspond to two different values for the parameter 'a·' 

defining the surface region in the field calculation. The curve (I) i~ 

for 'a' taken to be the same as the first layer while the plot (II) is 

for 'a' equal to the tirst two layers. The scale for photocurrent fo~ 

the two curves are not the same - we have plotted them so that the peaks 

around 11 ev are of comparable height. The value of a was taken to be 

0.35 (the same value used earlier with free electron initial & final 

states in chapter-II). 

The calculated photocurrent41 shows a peak at 11.5 eV followed by 

a minimum at the plasmon ener~tY (-16 eV) and a broad maximum around 20 

eV. We have seen that these features are also present .in the 

experimentally observed and previously calculated resul ts20 ,22 (.fig. 2. 3). 

In fig 3. 4 we have compared the photocurrent variation again~t the 

photon field for the two types of crystal potential: muffin-tin (I) and 
.I 

free-electron (II). The scale of the photocurrent in the two curves are 

different but we have plotted them so that the peaks around 11 eV are of 

comparable height. Fig 3.4 shows that the ratio of the peak heights of 

the two peaks (below and above the plasmon energy) are of the order of 

15 (free electron potential) and 3.6 (muffin-tin potential with a::' 

thickness of first layer only) but in the experimental curve this ratio 
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is of the order of 6. Again 1 if we consider a to be ~qual to the 

thickness of the first two layers this ratio comes out to be ~23 (curve 

II in fig 3.3). From the fig.3.3 it is evident th~t the field variation 

may be taken to be over the first layer only - at least with this model. 

As a fu~ther applicat~on of our formalism we have considered a 

bee lattice (tungsten). For the potential and the other crystal 

paramet~rs of tungsten we have used the data given by Matheiss44 : The 

lattice constant of tungsten is 3.16 A0 37 • For the non-relativistic band 

structure as given by Matheiss41 , there is no~! at the Fermi energy, and 

it is known42 that· the only a! states can contribute to photocurrent for 

normal emission when p-polarised radiation is used. We have considered, 

the current from the a1 band edge about 4 eV below the Fermi level. 

Our calculated photoemission cross-section for tungsten as a 

function of photon energy (fig 3.5) shows a peak around 18 eV and a 

minima near the plasmon energy (24-25 eV), which is to be expected. It 

is also seen that the A2 band at that energy makes a negligible 

contribution to current. However, for tungsten, relativistic spin-orbit 

effects are also important, so this calculation ~ay be regarded as ati· 

exa~ple of calculation with bee crystals. 

So, we may conclude that use of band wavefunctions gives 

better agreement compared to previous calculations with free electron 

wavefunctions. 
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Photoe•ission calculation 

with LEED type final state 

wave function 

' . 



4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we shall give a formalism for. photocurrent 

calculation where both the initial and final states are wavefunctions 

corresponding to the potential (in muffin-tin form) and the photon field 

is also included in the matrix calculation. We have already de~cribed 

how the initial st~te is constructed, so here we give ~ brief 

description of how to construct the final state. We shall be essentially 

following the method given by Pendry28 . 

4.2 Final state wavefunction 

If the electron coming to the detector is given by 
... ~ 

... ~ 
tq.r e , then 

we consider an electron described by e ·lq.r incident on the surface, and 

consider the scattering of this by the solid. In the vacuum region, 

wavefunction will consist of the incident wave and a set of scattered 

waves, which would be determined by the reflection matrix Rbgg' of the 

solid. We can also construct the wavefunction in each layer of the solid 
I 

by starting from the vacuum side and going into the solid layer by 

layer - using the transmission and reflection matrices for that layer. 

W~· can then time reverse the wavefunction in the different regions to 

get the final state wavefunction. 

The final state.wavefunction may then be written, fpllowing· 

Pendry 
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vacuum region 

( 4 . 1 ) 

Here j is the layer index and 821 is the phase-shift corresponding to 

higher energy state. Aj 2L is amplitude of the spherical waves determined 

+ 
by multiple scattering at each layer. W~ can be obtained layer by laye~ 

by propagating and reflecting the vacuum wavefunction. Rbgg' is the bulk 

reflection matrix can be obtained by layer doubling method. For the 

convergence of the layer doubling method an imaginary part is added to 

the muffin-tin potential. In our calcualtion subscripts 1 and ? 

correspond to initial and final states. 

4.3 Matrix element calculation 

The matrix element is given by 

( 4. 2) 

and we have to evaluate the integral all space. Since we have ~ivided 

up the solid in layers - we shall assLtme that the surface reglon for 

photon field is the same as the first layer as we did in the last 

chapter. Then we can write the integral as a sum of a number of terms -

where each term would correspond to the integral over a certain region 
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in space. This procedure is essentially the same as in the previous 

chapter - but the algebra gets to be more complex. 

i]. Vacuum region 

The form of the initial and final state wave functions and the 

photon field at the vacuum region are given by 

Here, h1 is equal to A1 of the previous chapter. Using these forms we can 

c~lculate the integration in the vacuum region analyticaly as 

( 4. 3) 

.The parallel part of the integration appears as a 8-function which show~ 
-1 

that there will be no contribution for small k , 
1 

emission). 

ii] First layer (Surface region) 

unless k =0 (normal 
1 

Photin field in the surface region is given by 

Aw (z) = 
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~. . . ~' ·-· . 

The in~eiration for this case is ~ssentially the same ~s done for the 

corresporiding term in the l~st ch~pter. We first perform the 

integration over the cell and then subtract the contribution fro~ the 

muffin-tin sphe~e region, using the same interstitial form for both the 

initial and final state~ as follows (equation 3.5) 

The form of the wavefunction for the initial and final states in the 

interstitial are given by 

-'.1 

Since we)have considered the first layer ~s the surface layer 

so, in this layer j is taken to be one. 

To calculate the term T2 for the integration in the int~rstitial 

region over the cell we. start with the matrix element as 

T2 = f_~liJ;fx(J) .. ~ + ~(~.A(,)) ]11J 1d 3r 
4 

( 4 . 4 ) 
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where, s0 is the area· of the- su.t"face unit cell and D is the lattice 

constant. The integration over tbe parallel part becomes a 6-functi.on 

. "* -.I 
from which we get only the coritribution from term g=g . 

To ~valuate the·contribution of the muffin-tin region the initial 

and the final state (interstitial) wavefunctions are expa~ded in 

spherical form, using the standard expansion (3.9) and the spherical 

form (equation 3.7) for the p~oton field and the result is given by 

( 4. 5) 

Next, we . calculate the integration over the muffin-tin 

region using the following spherical wavefunction for both the initial · 

and the final' states 
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Photon field has the same form as in interstitial region and in the 

atomic region form of the integration (T4) would be 

( 4 . 6 ) 

'In the above equation 

integration given by 

Using equation (4.4-6) 

1 c ' 

for 

• 3 . 
Cc' and C are the angular parts of 

defferent terms T · and 
3 T~ we 

the 

can 

calculate the surface layer contribution to the matrix element as Ts=. 

iii] Subsequent l~yers 

For the bulk layers we calculate the integration over the 
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interstitial and muffin-tin region separately as we have done .. in the 

surfcae layer. It is to be noted that, the photon field is a cotistant 

here and in the integration we .have no term involving the variation of 

A( z). In bulk layers the calculations are simpler than that of the ·1st. 

layer and we have calculated s:.ome of the in'tegrations analytically. 

Term T5 is integration term over the whole cell with the 

interstitial form for both the init~al and fihal state wavefunctions,. 

similar to the term T2 of surface layer given by 

sin [ (K;5,-K2-g) D] ] 
·- . z 4 - W..r.. v 

Jg g (K- _v-) 
lg .l"l.2iJ z 

( 4. 7) 

We again subtract off the contribution to this term from the muffin-

·tin region, using the spherical expansion of the exponential terms, as 

was done for,term T3 
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+ w;; ug,yo <R;g,-~-ii) j 0 ( IK1+iJ,-K2-iJIR) 

-w;.; vg,yo ( i;iJ,-K2-g) j 0 ( ~~-iJ,-~~g) } R2 dR] 

(4.8) 

The contribution for' the muffin-tin sphere region for such a layer can 

also be evaluated as for the surface layer (term T4) with the further 

simplification that A is constant and may be written as 

(4.9) 

The expression for angular parts of the integration are the following 

Summing over the different terms T5, T6 and T7 (eqn 4.7-9) we get the j

th layer cont-ribution to the matrix element as T8j = (T5-T6 ) + T7 .. 

Th~ general expression for the photoemission cross-section in terms 

of Tv(=T;), Ts and TB (using eqn. 1~1 & 3.3 in atomic unit) would be, 
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(4.10) 

The number of layers should be taken such that convergence is 

ensured. Application of our formalism to any real syatem can be done 

after the completion of the computation of photoemission cross-

section. 

This work has been accepted for publication in Modern Physics 
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CHAPTER-V 

CalculatioJ:l of ·dipolar 

fields nea1· the surface 

• -: j 



5.1 Introduction 

The local, or effective electric field for a polarisable infinite 

lat.tice has beEm studied for a .long time (see for example, Born and 

Wolf46 ). Nijboer & Wette47 ( 1958) evaluated the dipole field for both the 

cubic and non cubic (tetragonal 1 hexagonal, orthorhombic and monoclinic) 

lattices. They have considered a slab of dielectric material and 

obtained the dipole field by plane-wise summation. Using the same 

plane~wise summation ·method Kar & Bagchi48 (1~78) calculated the dipole 

moment and the self-consistent local field near the surface of some 

cubic lattices. In this chapter, we consider three other structures, 

simple hexagonal, hex~gonal close-packed (hcp) and diamond structure. 

The first two do not belong to the cubic system and so the Lorentz~ 

Lorenz relation is not expected to hold (although, for the ideal hcp 

structure, the relation does hold); the Bravais lattice for the diamond 

structure is face-centred cubic, but the fact that there exis~s a two 

atom basis m·eans that in addition to the atomic sites for tqe face-. 

centred cubic structure there would be an equal number of atoms in other 

sites and the local field in the surface plane is quite different from 

the face-centred cubic case, as we shall disc~ss later. 

The procedure fo'r calculating the self-consistent local 

field is essentially·the same as in ref 48; we have also used similar 

notations. A slab geometry of finite number of lattice plane have been 

considered - the lattice planes are assumed to be infinite, parallel to. 

the surface. We have considered an electric field normal to the surface 

plane; the polarizability tensor was assumed to be qiagonal; the 

molecules in each site would be po~arised- these were taken as point': 

dipoles - and all the dipoles lying in one plane would be par~llel to· 

one another and would have the same magnitude. 
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compute the field from an infinite two-dimensional lattice of parallel 

dipoles of equal moment. This can be evaluated either by explicit sum 

within a finite reg ion and approximating the rest by an integration with 

uniform dipole density49 or by transforming the discrete lattice sum to 

a highly convergent sum analytically47 ' 50 ,51 • We have used the former 

technique to evaluate the two dimensional lattice sum. A major part of 

- 52 
this work has already been published . 

-4 
Let us denote different planes by the index V and take P, 

to be the local dipole moment density for the lattice plane v. We shall 

consider V=O to be the reference plane - positive values of V denote 

planes with a positive value of z (above the reference plane) and. 

negative v values refer to planes below the reference plane. We shall 

~ 

consider an applied field ~ = E0 ~ in the z- direction. The field from 

the dipoles in t:he plane v will 
-'t 

depend linearly on P, and the z-

component of the total contribuLcon of all the dipole fields may be 

written as 

(50 1) 

where the sum over v includes in principle all the planes in the slab we 

are considering and the coefficient ~v has to be determined f~r each 

lattice structure. However, only a few of the ~v 'shave non-zerd values 

- at least to-the accuracy we are concerned with. 

We now consider a slab of L lattice planes. ·The local 

electric field at a lattice point in the p-th plane, (p=1,2, . Lf 

may be written as 
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(5.2) 

where the sum over v is from 1 to L (although, in practice, only those . 

terms for which e's are non-zero have to be retained). 

Taking the volume polari::;abil ty to be r I the self-consistency. 

condition for the local dipole moment density, given below 

P11 = rEfoc.z 

will yield the matrix equation 

l: ,..,.,P., = rEo I J.L=l, 2, ... L 

Whe:r:e ~y = [(1 - r~Q) 61&V - r~I&-V (1-6 11\1,] 
( 5 • 3 ) 

Inversion of the matrix M, where it is permissible, gives us the self-

consistent dipole moment dPnsity on each plane; in particular, it would. 

give the behaviour near· the surface. Then, by using formula ( 5, 2) we c~n 

compute the dipolar field on each plane. 

In the following ,.,.e shall consider the three structures -:- simple 

hexagonal, hexagonal close-packed and diamond, separately. In each case 

we shall give expressions for ~ and compute the self-consistent dipole 

moment and the dipolar field plane by plane. We shall also discuss the 

significance of the results obtained. 

5.2 SIMPLE HEXAGONAL STRUCTURE 

In fig. 5.1 we have sho"""n a hexagonal close-packed structure 

where, the zero'th Blane and the second (even) planes are the same for 

the simple hexagonal structure. For the simple hexagonal lattice,· the 

s"i tes in a plane wi.th referepce to an origin at a lattice po·int may',·be·;·· · 

written· as 
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thpla.ne 

Fig 5.1 Schematic representation (Jf hexagonal close-packed str0cture 
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and for any other plane parallel to it, we may write 

where a=c/a and the surface is taken to be perpendicular to the z-axis. 

~ ~ 
The electric.field due to a dipole of moment di at point r 1 is 

( 5. 4) 

If· we consider 1-. as the lattice vectors 
l 

in the reference plane and 

noting that if ~P is.the dipole moment for the dipole in the plane p, 

then the dipole moment density for that plane )P is 

·Using equation (5.1 & 5.4) we can obtain the expression for ~O as 

( 5 • 5 ) 

(the p~int n1=n2=o is excluded) 

Similarly, for the other planes we note that ~p=~-p and 

( 5 • 6 ) 

3nfu 2 
- lnt+nt+nin2 +« 2nfJ 

rnt+nf+n:l~ +u 2n:]i 

with the plane index p=n3, n3=1, 2, , etc. The values of ~O, 

~!' etc. calculated from equation (5.5-6) are shown in Table 1 for 
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Table il: ~ for various Illanes 
"'II 

for simple hexagonal, hcp and 

diamond structure. 

Plane ~~~ 
' . 

-
Index Hex~gonal Hexagonal Close-Packed Diamond 

a = 1. 59 a. = 1. 63 a. = 1.86 
l.l 

0 -15.6046 -7.8023 -7.8023 -3.1939 

1 0.0043 -0.2868 -0.1460 -2.0862 

2 0.0000 0.0015 0.0003 -0.5054 

3 o.oooo 0.0006 0.0000 -0.0062 
• j 

4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0080 

5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
.. 
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a=l.59 (this value is typical of si~ple hexagonal structures). These are 

47 51 in agreement with the previously computed values ' . Further, 

tp the accuracy we are interested in, it is necessary to take only ~O and 

~I into account- so the sum in equation(5.2) would be 

I p -vi s 1. 

restricted to 

52 We have also calculated' P/Pb and E~/Eb (where Pb and Eb ~.re the 

bulk values of the dipole moment and the dipole field) for a 21-· layer 

' film with a number of values of the volume polarizability r. In figure 

5 ,_2, we have plotted E /E. 
~ 0 

and P~/Pb for r =-0.1, but there is virtually 

no change if we take any other value of r. We have seen that 21 layers 

are enough to ensure convergence; actually, in this case convergence 

may be achieved even with a fewer number of layers. Except. for a very 

small range near r =- 0.064 for which the matrix cannot be inverted, the 

results look the same - with virtually no change at the surface plane 

~or the dipole moment or the dipolar field. This is no~ unexpecLed -

since we have seen that I ~0 ;~ 1 1 .....,3. 6xl03 , almost the entire contribution 

to the dipolar field eomes from the in-plane dipoles - and so there is 

almost no variation in PP/Pb or ·E~/Eb from plane to ~lane. 

5.3 HEXAGONAL CLOSE-PACKED STRUCTURE 

For this structure, in addition to the lattice 

planes for the simple hexagonal case we have another set of planes 

halfway between the former ones as shown in Figure 5.1. The coefficient 

~O can be calculated using the same formula ( 5. 5) as in the ·case of 

simple hexagonal structure, with an additional factor of 1/2 which comes 

in as there are now two atoms per unit cell. The original planes 'of the 

simple hexagonal lattice now become even numbered planes, and we may.use, 

equation (5.6) to calculat0 ~' with an additional factor of 1/2 with 

p=2n3• For the odd-numbered planes we note that the sites may be denotsd 
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Fig 5.2 Variation of [aJ <P~/Pb> and [bJ <E~/Eb) against ~for r =-0.1 

in simple hexagonal lattice 



by the vectors 

with 

We can then write, for odd planes 

{5.7) 

with p=2n3+ 1 ' . 

In Table 1, we have shown the Gomputed values of ~ll obtained from 

equation (5.5-7) for two values of a, 1.~3 (corresponding to IDEAL HCP 

structure) and 1.86. For cubic symmetry, it is known that 

which gives the familiar Lorentz-Lorenz result. We note that for the 

ideal HCP structure also, this relation holds - although the symmetry is 

not cubic. For a=1.86 however, the sum over ell does not give -8n/3. This 

is perh'aps another illustration of the close relationship between the 

face-centred cubic and ideal hexagonal close-packed structur~. 

For determining\ the dipole moment and the dipolar field 

in the surface region, we have taken a 21 layer slab and constructed the' 

matrix M in equation (5.3) and inverted it to obtain the dipole moments· 
~ 

P and the dipola~ field, layer by layer. It may be mentioned here that ll . . ,, 
~ . 

taking 21 layer ensures convergence· and increasing the number"of layef~· 

does not change P
11
/Pb or Ell/Eb, at least to the accuracy we are interested 
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in, For a= 1. 6 3 1 in figure 5. 3 1 w~:- show P ~/Pb and E
11
/Eb for three values 

of r. Actually the points for integ~al values of p are relevant - these 

points have been joined by lines for visual aid. r =-0.10 and r =-0.14 

correspond to values of r just beyond the range for which the matrix M 

may not be inverted. For r =-0.14. i.e. just below the forbidd~n range, 

we see the maximum~enhancement in the dipolar field for the surface 

layer - although the enhancement is not very large, The behaviour for 

both E~/Eb and P
11
/Pb is both oscillatory for this value of r - again the 

similarity of behaviour with face-centred cubic 48 case may be noted. 

For r =-0.10, just above the forbidden range and r =0.1, the variation 

in the dipolar field for the surface layer is smaller and the 

oscillatory behaviour is a~so absent. For a=1.86, we have plotted (fig 

5. 4) P /Ph and E /Eb for the same three values of r - and the behaviou.r 
. ~ jl 

is qualitatively the same - but the difference between the surface and 

bulk values for E~ (or P
11

) is smaller than ·for the ideal case. 

5.4 DIAMOND STRUCTURE 

The diamond structure has the face-centred cubic lattice as 

the underlying Bravais lattice with a two atom basis. ~n this case we 
:· 

have, therefore, in addition to FCC lattice planes, an equal number of 

planes interspaced between these as shown in fig 5. 5. Here, the 

expression for dipole moment density would be 

and for the reference plane, 

- .:l ( .,. ~) R ;::; -·- n1 ~+~J l2 

~O is given by 
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( 5 • 8 ) 

~0 - - !L:...,. [ 1 ]' 
..! (n;+ni) 2 
2 

For planes located at distance (n+l/4)a from the reference plane (i,e. 

1st plane, 5th plane etc.) i.e. 1 

we have 

(n3 =0,1,2, ... ) 

( 5 . 9 ) 

For planes at distance (n+l/2)a from the reference plane (i.~. 2nd, 6th 

etc.) given by 

(n3 =0, 1, 2, .. etc) 

(5.10) 

Similarly, for planes denoted by p=3,7, .. etc 
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3 (n3+ 43 )a-[..!. Cn +..!.)2+..! (n +1)2+(2~·n·>2] 
1 2 1 2 2 2 .4 3 

S ~,n2 ___ [_l_(n_+_1_)_2_+ __ ,-1-(-n-_+_1_)_2_+_( _3_+_n_)_2_]_-::-~---
2 1 2 2-'"2 4 3 

(5.11) 

and for planes denoted by p=4,8 , ... etc., 

(5.12) 

3n{ -[~ (n{+ni> +n{] 

[..! (nt+n:> +n{]~ 
2 

(n3 =1, 2, ..• ) 

The even numbered planes are those in common with the FCC 

structure the odd numbered planes are the new ones. As in the 

previous cases, h.ere also ~! = t~; we give the values of ~~-in Table 1 and 

some portions of the computer programs are given in appendix IV. Again 

to the accuracy we are interested, only ~ 0 , ~ 1 , ~ 2 , ~ 3 , and ~ 4 (calculated 

from equation 5.8-12) have non-zero values - the rest of them can be 

taken to be zero. We note also that ~P~P =-Brr/3 (to 0.05 percentJ as is 

to ·be expected, since diamond structure has cubic symmetry. 

To determine the local field near the surface, we consider for 

this case a 33 layer slab - we take a larger number of l~yers as now 

there are more.non-zero ~~·sand also because, in contrast to the other 

cases, the influence· ·of the other two planes above and below the 

reference plane is comparable to the reference plane itself. 

The results for the dipole moment density and the dipolar· field· 

obtained by inverting the matrix M also show (Fig.5.6) some interesting 
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results. There is a large range of r, from·-0.12(--3/Bn) to very large 

negative values, for which the inversion process breaks down. We have 

shown the results for r =-0. 1 j.ust above this range. We see the 

behavio'ur similar to the other cases - both P~/Pb and E~/Eb are less than 

one on the surface ~lane and monotonically goes to one as we go into the 

bulk. For large positive values of.r, p /P. 
p 0 

behave in a 

different manner. We show in figure(5.6), the results for r =10. We see 

that PP/Pb hai a large oscillatory behaviour; The first layer has a PP 

greater than tw'ice the bulk value while the second layer has a 

negative value - i.e. the dipole moment is in the direction opposite. 

that of the bulk The dipolar field is also oscillatory - but the 

dipolar fields for the first ind second layers are 0.98Eb and l.OlEb -

which is quite a contrast to the behaviour for the dipole ~aments. This 

can happen, because, as we have remarked ~bove, the influenc~ of the two 

neighbouring planes together is actually greater than that of the 

reference plane. The oscillations ir. Pp are such that their total effect 

is to make the dipolar field for each layer remains almost the same. For 

r =0.5, the results shown in figure (5.6), are similar - but now the 

oscillations in Pp/Pb are smaller. For values of r larger than 10, the 

oscillations grow larger and at.some stage 33 layers are inadequate to 

achieve convergence. However, for the values of r shown in the Fig. 5.6 

convergence was achieved with 33 layers. In fig 5.7 we show the 

polarisation fo~ r=-0.18, where our method is not strictly valid, as no 

convergence can be achieved. It ls clear from looking at the figure why 

convergence cannot be achieved the almost perfect oscillatory 

behaviour is ~ strong indication that for t~is value of r a polarisation 

wave mode is supported by the system. However, our results for this 

value of r is only indicative, as our method is not formally valid for 
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I 
/ r<-0.12. 

The results for diamond structure are therefore, the mosi 

interesting ones. First, there l
. ,., 

·=> a large range of r for which our 

procedure breaks down - i.e. , for these values of r the system can 

s~pport spontaneous polarization modes. Second, for positive r values, 

we see large changes in dipole moment from layer to layer, but the 
.. 

dipolar field ~hews much smaller variation. We think that this behaviour 

can be traced to, the fact I ~ 1 1 ,J ~ 0 1 , in particular I 2~/~ol >1 ,· which 

again has its origin in the fact; this inter layer spacing ( a/4) i's · 

smaller than the distance of the in-plane nearest neighbour (~/ ·~2). 

5. 4·. Discussion 

We have here considered three structures for which the self-

consistent dipole moment density and the dipolar fields have been 

determined layer by layer. From a comparison of our results52 along with 

those f~r the simple cubic, face-cehtred cubic and body-centred cubic 

systems, we are· led to bel teve that for the structures (and for the 

crystallographic directions) for which the interplanar spacing becomes 

.much smaller compared to the diste.nce of the nearest neighbour in the 

plane, the behaviour of the dipole moment and the local field would be 

more interesting. However, in no case we have seen an enhancement:in the 

dipolar field for the surface by an order of ~agnitude or more. This .ls 

consistent with the conclusions reached with the cubic structures. It 

may be mentioned that, our calculation was a formal one where we have 

considered all values of the polarizabi.lity both positive and 

negative, We were .. interested to find whether any order of magnitude 
0 

change in the local field takes :place for ·the surface plane for. any · · 

v~lue of r. We did.not consider any application to any real system- in 

which case only the positive values of the polarizability have physical 
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significance. This method may be used to study several phenomena e.g., 

light propagation near a semiconductor surface,- importance 'of local 

fields in photoemission fro~ insulators and adsorbate metals, etc. 
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CHAPTER VI 

COlVCLUSIONS 



6.1 Summary and conclusions 

Our main objective was to include .the photon field variation in the 

photoemissiori calculation. For actual photoemission calculation, one 

has to calculate the initial and. final sates involved in t}:le matrix 

element (equation 1.1). The f0ee electr6n potential model with a step 

potential functions at the surface was used for calculating the 

wavefunctions. We have used the simple model given by Bagchi & Kar33 for 

the photon field at the surfacf~. This model was employed for the case of 

aluminium for which the photocurrent from the Fermi leVel was 

calculated. The matrix element has been evaluated numerically and our 

resul ts38 show a reasonable agreement with experiment 20 and previous 

calculations22 with other models for the fields. The results were 

analyzed for various values of the surface region, the decay length due 

to inelastic collisions etc., and the behaviour of the photocurrent as 

a function of photon energy was studied. It was observed that although 

some features of the calculated photocurrent (e.g., the ~inimum at the 

plasmon frequency were not sensitive to the length of the surface 

region, some other features (e.g., the ratio of the peak heights below 

and above the p~asmon frequency) were sensitive to it. Also it ~ppeared 

that even for a reasonable choice of the length 'a' of the surface 

r~gion - the peak below the ~lasmon frequency was much sharp~r in ou~ 

calculation than was obtained experimentally. However, for the proper 

description of the metal one has to include the crystal potential.to get 

the correct band structure and the density of states. We have next 

considered the case of replacing the free electron initial state by,a 

state where the crystal potential, in muffin-tin form was included .... · 

( 0) f 
. . d41 . d 

~ormal photocurrent for the a].uminium 10 ace was agaln compute · an 
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compared with the experim<>ntal data· as well as the free electron 

calculation. It seems that the results look better when the surf~ce 

region for the photon field was taken to be the same as the first.layer 

as compared to first two layers. this probably is an artifact of the 

model rather than the real situation. 

We have also derived the formalism for considering both initial 

and final states in the presence of crystal potential in muffin-tin 

form. The calculation of these states are along the lines given by 

Pendry28 , ·but .the presence of the spatially varying field makes the 

computation of th~ matrix much more invblved. Numerical results for this 

calculation are not yet avad .. able. It may be mentioned here that,· 

although we have used a particular form of the spatially varyi~g_photon· 

field, any form of the photon field which is a function of z can be used 

in our photocurrent calculation. Also, our formalism to calculate 

photoemission cross-section is applicable to elements whose band 

structure can be computed with muffin-tin potential. 

We have calculated52 the self-consistent local dipole field 

near the surface of dipolar lattices. Here we have considered three 

different structures- the simple hexagonal, hexagonal close-packed and 

diamond. For the computation of the self-consistent local field we 

consider a slab geometry of a finite number of lattice planes parallel 

to the surface. We have carried out the dipole summation plane bf plane 

parallel to the surface of the slab from any chosen origin inside the 

slab. We also calculated the dipole moment for each plane for three 

different lattice structures and compared with the experimental d~ta. We 

have studied diamond stru'c ture in more detail and obtaine;d. some 

interesting features. In case of diamond, for some values of the volume· 

polarizability the dipole moments show a oscillatory behaviour 
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although 1the oscillations in the dipolar fields are small. The.fields in 

the surface layer are somewhat different from the bulk local field. 

except for the simple hexagonal structure. We have seen a close 

resemblance between hexagonal close-packed structure and the fcc 

structure in the calculation of dipole fields. 
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APPENDICES 



APPENDIX I 

a) Eigenvalue equation to obtain ug and vg 

(
I -R) (u) = e.· -ik,.d,.( TP 0) (u) 
0 MT) v} . -NR P I v) 

d is a lattice , translation vector, R and T are the reflection and 

transmission -matrices between the :Layers and their expressions have been 

given by Pendry36 . 

b) ··Expressions for B1 ( r) and D1•( r), the radial part of the 

photon fi'eld for diff·erent values of 1 

(w; P0 (cos6) 
= 2 Jr sin6d8 

0 ..:!:cos8+P1 a 

( ) 
_·2 r~ pl (cos e) sin6d8 

B I --Jr --=--------
1 3 o I cos8+Pl 

a 

= ~ f" P2 (cos6) sin8d8 

5 0 I COf.-J 8+Pl 
a 
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B
3 

(I) = ~ (" P3 (co~ a} sin6d6 
. 7 Jo r -cosE}+tt a Pl 

B
4 

(I) = .£ (~ P.:. (cos8) sin8d8 
9Jo I · · -cos8+A a t'l 

D
0 

(I) :: 2 r~ Po (cos6) sinOdO 
Jo ( I . 

acos6+Pl> 2 

-- . 2 . 
n,2 .z 2 
Pl-a2 
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-
2 r~ p4 (cos6) sin6d6 

D4 (r} = J, 
9 o -( r cos6+~ ) 2 

a 1 
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APPENDIX II 

C PHOTOEMISSION PROGRAM WITH FREE ELECTRON WAVEFUNCTION 
COMPLEX ~l,Bl,CI,Tl,T~,T3;T4,EPS,CMPLX 
COMMON AKI,AKP,AKF,AQ,A,ALPHA~CI 
CI=(O.,l.) , 
READ (1,*) NP,NINT 
READ(l,*)WP,EI,THETA,A,ALPHA,VZ,NE 
WRITE(NP,4) WP,EI,THETA 1 A,ALPHA,VZ 
AKI=SQRT(2.*EI} 
AKP=SQRT(2.*(VZ-E1)) 
DO 99 IE=l,NE 
READ(l,*l W,EPSl,EPS2 
AKF=SQRT(2.*(~I+W)) 
AQ=SQRT(2.*(EI+W-VZ)) 
WRITE(NP,2) W,AKI,AKP,AKF,AQ 
EPS=CMPLX(EPSl,EPS2) 
CALL ·REFRAC(W,WP,THETA,EPS,Al,Bl} 
CALL TERMl (Al,Tl) 
CALL TERM2 (Al,Bl,EPS,T2,NINT). 
CALL TERM3 (Al,EPS,T3) 
CALL TERM4 (Al,Bl,EPS,T4,NINT) 
WRITE(NP,3) W,Tl,T2,T3,T4 
CUR=CABS(Tl+T2+T3+T4) 
CUR=CUR*CUR*AKF*AKF/W 

99 WRITE(NP,5)W,EPS,CUR 
' 2 FORMAT(3X,5(E12.4 1 3X)) 

c 

c 

3 FORMAT(lX,F7.3,8(2X,E10.3)) 
4 FORMAT(15X,6Fl2.4) 
5 FORMAT(2X,'W=',F7.4,'EPS=',2Fl0.4,'CURRENT=',E12.4) 

STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE ~ERM3(Al,EPS,T3) 
COMPLEX Al,Rl,CI-,T3,EPS 1 Q,R2 
COMMON AKI~AKP,AKF,AQ,A,ALPHA,CI 
Q=SQRT(AKI/AQ) *AKP*EPS 
R2=1./(AKP-CI*AQ) 
Rl=l./(CI*AQ+AKP) 
J3=Rl+R2*(AQ~AKF)/(AQ+AKF) 
T3=-Q*T3*Cl 
T3=T3*Al/(-AKP+CI*AKI) 
RETURN 

. END 

. SUBROUTINE TERMl(Al,Tl) 
COMPLEX Al,Tl,Cl,C2,CI· 
COMMON AKI,AKP,AKF,AQ,A,ALPHA,CI 
Q=SQRT(AKI*AQ) 
Q=O.~*Q/(AQ+AKF) 
AH=A*(AKI-AKF) 
Cl=COS(AH)-CI*SIN(AH) 
Cl=Cl*EXP(-ALPHA*A)/(ALPHA+CI*(AKI-AKF)) 
AG=A*(AKI+AKF) 
C2=COS(AG)+CI*SIN(AG) 
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c 

C2=C2*(CI*AKI+AKP)/(CI*AKI-AI\P) 
C2=C2*EXP(-ALPHA*A)/(ALPHA~CI*(AKI+AKF)) 
T1=2.*CI~Al*Q*(Cl-C2) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TERM2 (A1,B1,EPS,T2,NINT) 
COMPLEX A1 1 Bl,EPS,T2,CI,Fl,F2,RlrR2,Q 
DIMENSION Fl(lOOi),F2(1001) 
COMMON AKI,AKP,AKF,AQ,A,ALPHA,CI 
Q=CI*A*Al*EPS*SQRT(AQ*AKI)/(AQ+AKF) 
AL=-A . 
AH=O. 
D=(AH-AL)/(NINT-1) 
DO 10 I=l,NINT 
X=AL+(I-l)*D 
Fl(I)=COS((AKI-AKF)*X)+CI*SIN((AKI-AKF)*X) 
Fl(I)=Fl(I)*EXP(ALPHA*X)/(Bl*X+A) 
F2(I)=COS((AKI+AKF)*X)-CI*SIN((AKI-AKF)*X) 

10 F2(I)=F2(I)*EXP(ALPHA*X)/(Bl*X+A) 
CALL SINT (AL,AH,Fl,NINT,R1) 
CALL SINT (AL,AH,F2,NINT,R2/ 
T2=Rl-R2*(AKP+CI*AKI)/(CI*AKI-AKP) 
T2=Q*T2 
RETURN 
END 

c· 
SUBROUTINE TERM4 (Al,B1,EPS,T4,NINT) 

COMPLEX A1,Bl,EPS,T4,Fl;F2,Rl,R2,Q 
DIMENSION F1(1001),F2(1001) 
COMMON AKI',AKP,AKF,AQ,A,ALPHA,CI 
Q=-0.5*B1*A1*A*EPS*SQHT(AQ/AKI)/(AQ+AKF) 
AL=-A 
AH=O. 
D=(AH-AL)/(NINT-1) 
DO 10 I=l,NINT 
X=AL+(I-l)*D 
Fl(I)=COS((AKI-AKF)*X)+CI*SIN((AKI-AiF)*X) 
F2(I)=COS((AKI+AKF)*X)-CI*SIN((AKI+AKF)*X} 
Fl(I)=F1(I)*EXP(ALPHA*X)/((Bl*X+A)**2) 

10 F2(I)=F2(I)*EXP(ALPHA*X)/((Bl*X+A)**2) 
CALL SINT (AL,AH,Fl,NINT,Rl) 
CALL SINT (AL,AH,F2,NINT,R2) 
T4=R1+R2*(CI*AKI+AKP)/(CI*AKI-AKP) 
T4=Q*T4 
RETURN 
END 
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' 
APPENDIX III 

$DEBUG 
CPHOTOEMISSION program with band wavefunction 

DIMENSION U(9),V(9),X(200),ATP(200),YGP(25),YGM(25),F2(200) 
DIMENSION YGFP(25),YGFM(25) 1 YK(25),YH1(9,25),YH2(9,25) 
DIMENSION YH3(9,25),YH4(9,25),FR0(5),D4(5,200),D5(5,200) 
DIMENSION ZP(4,4,4,4),WP(4,4,4),VP(4,4,4),EPKF1(9),EMKF1(9) 
DIMENSION PQ(2,9),PQF(2,9),IPQF(2,9),PKZ(9). 1 XP(4~4,4,4) 
DIMENSION AR1(2),AR2(2),B1(2),B2(2),YP(4~4,4,4),F(iOO) 
DIMENSION A2(5,200),A3(5,200),E1(5,200),Fl(200),F3(200) 
COMPLEX A2,A3,El,FRO,CT1,CTM,ST1,STM,CF1,UX,UY,ZP 1 WP,VP 
COMPLEX EPS,EMKFl,U,V,CMPLX,CEXP,YK,YGP,YGM,YGFP,YGFM,EPKFl 
COMPLEX XA,YA,CT,ST,CF,A1,AB1,F1,F2,F3,F,XP,YP,PKZ 
COMPLEX EXKF,CSQRT,CI,YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,CTP,STP,EPKF 
COMPLEX Tl,T3,T4,T6,T8,T9,Tl0,CUR1,CUR2,EP2,D.4,D5,EMKF 
COMMON/Xl/RO,DD,TV . 
COMMON/X2/AKF,AKP,AQ,ALPHA 1 PKZ,EXKF,AQKF 
COMMON/X3/U,V,E,EMKFl,YHl,YH2,YH3,YH4,YK,SQE,Al,AB1,FRO, 

· &EPKFl, AD 
COMMON/X4/D4,D5,A2,A3,El 
COMMON/X5/X,ATP,Z,CL,EE,NMESH,KRMT,JRKI,NF,INDP,IP 
COMMON/X6/F1,F2,F3,F,XP,YP,ZP,WP,VP 
DATA CZ,CI,PI/(O.O,O.O),(O,O,l.0),3.14159265/ 
READ(1l*)Z,LMAX,RO 
READ(·1, * )N, NINT, NMESH, NF, KRMT, INDP, IP 
READ(l,*)E,THETA,ALPHA,VZ,NW 
AKP=SQRT(2.*(VZ-E)) 
SQE=SQRT(2.*E) 

. READ(2,73)(X(J),ATP(J),J=l,NMESH) 
73 :FORMAT(2E14.6) 

VPI=O.O 
:nD=7.65306 
'AD=RO+DD/4. 
AR1 ( 1) =DD/2. 
AR1(2)=DD/2 
AR2(1)=-DD/2 
AR2(2)=DD/2 
TV=ABS(ARl{l)*AR2(2)-AR1(2)*AR2(1)) 
RTV=2.0*PI/TV 

.B1(1)=AR2(2)*RTV 
B1(2)=-AR2(1)*RTV 
B2(1)=-AR1(2)~RTV 
B2(2)=AR1(1)*RTV 
IPQF(l,l)=O 
IPQF(2,1)=0 
.I PQ F ( 1 , 2 ) = 1 
IPQF(2,2)=0 
IPQF(1,3)=-1 
IPQF( 2·, 3) =0 
IPQF(1,4)=0 
IPQF(2,4)=1 
IPQF(1,5)=0 

.IPQF(2,5)=-1 
.. I PQ F ( 1 , 6 ) = 1 
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IPQF(2,6)=1 
IPQF(1,7)=1 
IPQF(2,7)=-l 
:rPQF(l,8)=-l 
IPQF(2,8)=1 
IPQF(l,9)=-l 
IPQF(2,9)=-l 
WRITE(*,lOl) N 
DO 1 J=1,N 

-r 

WRITE (*,)01) 1PQF(1,J),1PQF(2,J) 
PQF(1,J)=FLOAT(1PQF(l,~)) 
PQF(2,J)=FLOAT(IPQF(2,J)) 
PQ(1,J)=B1(1)*PQF(1,J)+B2(1)*PQF(2,J) 

1 PQ(2,J)=B1(2)*PQF(1,J)+B2(2)*PQF(2,J) 
12=1 
!3=1 
AK2~FLOAT(12~1)*DK 
AK3=FLOAT( 13-1 ).*DK 

101 FORMAT(213) 
READ(3,33)(U(1G),1G=1,9) 
READ(3,33)(V(1G),IG=1,9) 

33· .FORMAT( 2E12. 4) 
LMX=LMAX+2 
LMMAX=(LMAX+3)**2 

' CT=CMPLX ( 1. 0, 0. 0) 
ST=CZ. 
CF=CMPLX(1.0,0.0) 
CALL SPHRM4(YK,CT,ST,CF,3) 
CALL SPLM(LMAX,NINT) 
DO 99 IW=1,NW 
READ(1,*)W,E~S1,EPS2 
EPS=CMPLX(EPS1,EPS2) 
AKF=SQRT(2.*(E+W)) 
AQ=SQRT(2,*(E+W-VZ)) 
AQKF=AQ+AKF · 
EXKF=CEXP(CI*AKF*RO) 
YA=CMPLX(2,*E,-2.0~VPI+0.0000001) 
YA=CSQRT(YA) 
DO 31 JG=l,N 
BK2=PQ(1,JG)+AK2 
BK3=PQ(2,JG)+AK3 
CA=BK2*BK2+BK3*BK3 
X~=CMPLX(2.0*E-CA,-2.0*VPI+0.0000001) 
XA=CSQRT(XA) 
PKZ(JG)=XA 
EP1=2.*E+AKF*AKF 
EP2=2.*AKF*XA 
EPKF=EP1-EP2 
EPKF=CSQRT(EPKF) 
EMKF=EPl+EP2 
EMKF=CSQRT(EMKF) 
EPKFl(JG)=EPKF 

: EMKF1 ( JG) =EMKF 
BXl=O.O 
CF1=CMPLX(1.0,0.0) 
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c 

iiF(CA-l.OE-7)3,3,2 
2 'BXl=SQRT ( CA) 

CFl=CMPLX(BK2/BXl,BK3/BXl) 
3 CTl=XA/YA' 

UX=XA-AKF 
CTP=UX/EPKF 
STl=BXl/YA 
STP=BXl/EPKF 
UY=-XA-AKF 
CTM=UY/EMKF 
STM=BXl/EMKF . 
CALL SPHRM4(YGP,CT1,ST1,CF1,LMX) · 
CALL SPHRM4(YGM,-CTl,ST1,CF1,LMX) 
CALL SPHRM4(YGFP,CTP,STP,CF1,LMX) 
CALL SPHRM4(YGFM,CTM,STM,CF1,LMX) 
DO 31 K=1,LMMAX 
YH1(JG,K)=YGP(K) 
YH2(JG 1 K)=YGM(K) 
YH3(JG,K)=YGFP(K) 

31 YH4(JG,K)=YGFM(K) 
CALL REFRAC(THETA,A1,AB1,EPS 1 AD,RO) 
CALL TERM1(T1,NINT,EPS) 
CALL TERM3(T3,N,EPS) 
CALL TERM9(T9) 
CALL TERM6(T6,NINT,LMAX,EPS,N) 

·cALL TERM4(T4,LMAX~NINT,N,EPS) 
CALL TERM8(T8,N) . 
CALL TERM10(T10,NINT,LMAX,N) 
ALP1=ALPHA*RO 
ALP2=ALPHA*(RO+DD/2)*2. 
ALP3=ALPHA*(RO+DD)*2. 
CUR1=T9-T8+T10 
CUR2=(EXP(-ALP1)*(T1-T4+T6))+T3 

-C1=CABS(CUR1) 
Cl=C1*C1 
C2=CABS(CUR2) 
C2=C2*C2 
C1=(EXP(-ALP2)+EXP(-ALP3))*C1 
CUR=Cl+C2 
CUR=CUR*AKF*AKF/W 

91 FORMAT(1X,~CUR' ,E12.4,1X, 'W=',F7.4) 
WRITE(4,91)CUR,W 
WRITE(4,129) 

12 9 FORMAT ( / ) . 
99 CONTINUE 

STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE SPLM(LMAX,NINT) 
DIMENSION XP(4,4,4,4),YP(4,4,4,4),ZP(4,4,4,4),VP(4,4,4) 
DIMENSION F1(200),F2(200),F3(200),F(200),WP(4,·4,4) 
COMPLEX F1,F2,F3,F,XP,YP,S2,S3,S4,ZP,S5,S6,WP,VP 
COMMON/X6/Fl,F2,F3,F,XP,YP,ZP,WP,VP 
LM=LMAX+1 
DO 10 IL3=1,LM 
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L3=IL3-1 
po 10 IL2=1,LM+l 
L2=IL2-1 
DO 10 IL1=1,LM+1 
Ll=ILl-1 

·DO 1 0 M 1 = 0 , L 1 
IM1=M1t1 
CALL PLM1{Ll,Ml,L2,L3,NINT,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6) 
YP(IL3iiL2,IL1,IMl)=S2 
XP(IL3,IL2,ILl,IM1)=S3 
ZP(IL3,IL2,ILl,IMl)=S4 
WP(IL3,ILl,IMl)=S5 
VP(IL3,ILl,IMi)=S6 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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10 

d)NTINUE 
GALL SINT(AL,AH,F31,NINT,,S3) 
CALL SINT(AL,AH,F21,NINT,S2) 
GALL SINT(AL,AH,F,NIN'l',S4) 
CALL SINT(AL,.AH,F3,NINT,S5) 
CALL SINT(AL,AH,F2,NINT,S6) 
:f:F(CABS(S5).LE.l.OE-6) S5=0. 
·rF(CABS(S6).LE.l.OE-6) ~6=0. 
IF(CABS(S4).LE.l.OE-6) S4=0. 
IF(CABS(S3) .LE.l.OE-6) S3=0. 
IF(CABS(S2).LE.l.OE-6) S2=0. 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE REFRAC(THETA,A1,Bl,EPS,AD,RO) 
COMPLEX Al,CX,CSQRT,EPS,Bl 
S2=SIN(2.*THETA) 
Sl=SIN(THETA) 
Cl=COS(THETA) 
B1=1./(1.-EPS)-RO/AD 
CX=EPS-S1*Sl 
CX=CSQRT(CX) 
Al=-S2/(CX+EPS*C1) 
RETURN 
END 
·'i. 

S0BROUTINE TERMl(Tl,NINT,EPS) 
DIMENSION F1 ( 200), F2 ( 200), U( 9), V( 9), F3 ( 200), F( 200) ,-wp( 4, 4, 4) 
DIMENSION PKZ(9),XP(4,4,4,4),YP(~,4,4,4),ZP(4,4,4,4),F4(200) 
DIMENSION YH1(9,25),YH2(9,25),YH3{9,25),YH4(9,25),YK(25) 
DlMENSION VP(4,4,4),EPKF1(9),EMKF1(9),FR0(5) 
dOMPLEX Fl;F2,EPS,Rl,Tl,U,V,CI,Q,EXKF,EMKF1,EPKF1;XP,YP,ZP 
COMPLEX YK,F3,CEXP,YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,Al,AB1,Y,F;FRO,WP 
COMPLEX PKZ,F4;VP 
GOMMON/X1/RO,DD,TV 
COMMON/X2/AKF,AKP,AQ,ALPHA,PKZ,EXKF,AQKF 
COMMON/X3/U,V,E,EMKF1,YHl,YH2,YH.3,YH4,YK,SQE,Al,ABl,FRO, 

&EPKF1,AD 
COMMON/X6/F1,F2,F3,F,XP,YP,ZP,WP,VP 
CI=CMPLX(O.p,l.Oj 
Q=(2.*AQ*Al~EPS)/(AQKF*(l.-EPS)) 
Q=Q*TV*EXKF 
AL=-DD/4 
AH=RO 
6=(AH-AL)/(NINT-1). 
Pl=SQE-AKF 
P2=-SQE-AKF 
po 10 l=l,NINT 
X=AL+ ( I.-1) *C 
Y=l./(X/AD+ABl) 

':Fl (I )=U( 1) *CEXP( CI*Pl*X) 
.F2 (I ).=V ( 1) *CEXP ( CI*P2*X )' 
.F3(I)=Fl(-I)-F2(i) 
_F4(I)=Fl(I)+F2(i) . 
:.F ( I ) = F3 (I ) * ( CI *SQE*Y j -0. 5 *Y*Y*F4 ( i)/AD 
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10 

c 

c!LL SINT(AL,AH,F,NINT,Rl) 
T~=Rl*Q 
R~TURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE TERM3(T3,N,EPS) . 
DiMENSION T(9),YH1(9,25),YH2{9,25),YH3(9,25)JYH4(9,25),YK(25) 
DiMENSION U(9),V(9),¥RO(~),PKZ(9),EPKF1{9),EMKF1(~} . 
COMPLEX EPS,CI.~T3,Rl,R2,R,T,Q,EXKF,E~KF1,Al,AB1 
CpMPLEX YHl,YH2,YH3,YH4,YK,U,V,FRO,EPKFl,PKZ 
COMMON/X1/RO,DD,TV 
COMMON/X2/AKF,AKP,AQ,ALPHA,PKZ;EXKF,AQKF 
COMMON/X3/U,V,E,EMKF1,YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,YK,SQE,Al,AB1,FRO, 

&EPKFl ,AD 
CI=CMPLX(0.0,1.0) 
Q='A1*EPS*AKP 
R1=1./(AKP+CI*AQ) 
R2=(AQ-AKF)/(AQKF) 
R2=R2/(AKP-CI*AQ) 
R;Rl+R2 
CALL TG(T,N) 
T3=Q*T(l)*R*TV 
T3=-T3 
'RETURN 
END 

.~.r 

s·yBROUTINE TG(T,N) 
DiMENSION U(9),V(9),T(9),YK(25),FR0(5).PKZ(9),EPKF1(9) 
D!I MENS I ON YH 1 ( 9 , 2 5 ) , YH 2 ( 9 , 2 5 ) , YH 3 ( 9 , 2 5 ) , YH 4 ( 9 , 2 5 ) 
DIMENSidN ZK(9),ENKF1(9) . . 
C~MPLEX T,Ci,U,V,EXKF,EMK~1 . 
COMPLEX YK,YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,Al,AB1,FRO,EPKF1,PKZ,ZK 
C0MMON/X1/RO,DD,TV 
CbMMON/X2/A~F,AKP,AQ,ALPHA,PKZ,~XKF,AQKF 
COHMON/X3/U,V,E,EHKF1,YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,YK,SQE,A1,AB1,FRO, 

&E.PKFl ,AD 
CI=CHPLX(O.Q,l.O) 
DO 10 I=1 ,N 
ZK(I)=PKZ(I)*RO*CI ' 
T:( I)=U( I )*CEXP( ZK( I) )+V( I )*CEXP( -ZK( I)) 
RETURN 
Ei-m 

SUBROUTINE ~ADIAL(C4,C5,R) 
COMPLEX Al,AB1,Q3,Q4,Q5,C4,C5,CLOG,Q6,EPKF1,Ql0,Ql2 
DIMENSION c4(5) ,C5(~) ,YK(25) ,FR0(5) ,EPKF1(9) ,EMKF1·{9) 
DJ MENS I 0 N Ylil ( 9 , 2 5 ) , YH 2 ( 9 , 2 5 ) , YH 3 ( 9 , 2 5 ) , YH 4 ( 9 1 2 5 ) 1 U ( 9 ) , V ( 9 ) 
COMPLEX YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,YK,U,V,EMKF1,FRO,Q41,Q42,Q7,Q8,Q9 
~QMMON/Xl/RO,DD,TV 
C<OMMON/X3/U, V, E, EHKF1, YHl 1 YH2, YH3, YH4, YK, SQE ,Al.,ABl, FRO, 

&E)PKFl , AD . 
p'J::=3 .14159265 
SQP=SQRT(PI) 
Q:l=AD/R 
Q2=Ql*Ql 

·! 
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Q3=ABl*AB1 
Qll=l./Ql 
Q41=(AB1+Qll)j(AB1-Qll) 
Q42=CLOG(Q41) 
Q4=Ql*Q42 
Q6=-2.*ABl*Q2+Q3*Q2*Q4 
Q5=1./(Q3-Q11*Q11) 
Q7?2.*Q1-AB1*Ql*Q4 
Q8=(Q1*Q2*Q3*Q4*AB1) 
Q9=Q2*Q1*Q3 
Q10=2.*Q3~Q3*Q2*Q2*Q5 
Q12=4.*Q3*ABl*Q2*Q2*Q4 
SQ3=SQRT(3,*PI) 
SQ5=SQRT(5.*PI) 
I=1 
C4(I)=SQP*Q4 
C4(I+1)=SQ3*Q7 
C4(I+2)=SQ5*((3./2.)*Q6-0.5*Q4) 
C4(I+3)=SQRT(7.*PI/4. )*(5.*((2./3. )*Q1+2.*Q9-Q8)-3.*Q7) 
C4(I+4)=35.*((-2./3. )*ABl*Q2-2.*Q3*ABl*Q2*Q2+Q3*Q3*Q2*Q2*Q4 
&)-30.*(-2.*AB1*Q2+Q3*Q4*Q2)+3~*Q4 
C4(I+4)=C4(I+4)*(3./8. )*SQP 
C5(I)=2.*SQP*Q5 
C5(I+l)=SQ3*Q1*(-2.*AB1*Q5+Q4) 
C5(I+2)=SQ5*(3.*Q2~3.*AB1*Q2*Q4+Q5*(3.*Q3*Q2-1)) 
C5(I+3)=SQRT(7.*PI/4. )*(5.*(-4.*ABl*Q1*Q2-2.*Q3*ABl*Q2.Q1*Q5+ 

&3.*Q3*Q4*Q2*Q1)-3.*C5(I+1)/SQ3) . 
C5(I+4)=35.*((2./3)*Q2+6.*Q3*Q2*Q2+Q10-Q12)-
&30.*(2.*Q2+2.*Q3*Q2*Q5-2.*AB1*Q2*~4)+6.*Q5 
C5(I+4)=C5(I+4)*(3./8. )*SQP 
RETURN . 
END 

SUBROUTINE TERM4(T4 1LMAX 1NINT 1N1EPS) 
DIMENSION F1(200) 1 F2(200) 1 F3(200) 1 WP(4 1 4 1 4) 1 V~(4 1 4 1 4) 
DIMENSION YK(25) 1U(9) 1V(S),F(200) 1FR0(5) 1PKZ(9) 1EPKF1(9) 
DIMENSION YH1(9 125) 1YH2(9 125) 1YH3(9 125),YH4(9 125) 
DIM~NSION D4(5 1200) 1D5(5,200),XP(4 14,4,4),YP(4,4,4,4),F4(200) 
DIMENSION A2(5,200),A3(5,200),E1(5,200),ZP(4,4,4,4),EMKF1(9) 
COMPLEX D~ 1 D5,A2,A3,E1,E2M,EPKF1,E2P 1 F4 . 
COMPLEX CI,YK,U 1V,Q,P2,F,T4,EXKF,EMKF1 1A1 1AB1 
COMPLEX EPS,YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,Y1,Y2,P1,XP,YP,ZP 
COMPLEX F1;F2 1F3,R1 1FRO,WP 1VP,PKZ,BJ1 1BJ2,BN1,BN2 
COMMON/X1/R0 1DD 1TV 
COMMON/X2/~KF 1 AKP,AQ 1 ALPHA,PKZ 1 EXKF 1 AQKF 
COMMON/X3/U' vIE I EMKF11 YHll YH2 I Y.{-!3 I YH4 'YK' SQE 'A1 I ABl 'FR,O I 

&EPKF1,AD 
COMMON/X4/D4,D5,A2,A3,E1 
COMMON/X6/F1 1F2,F3,F 1XP 1YP 1 ZP 1WP 1VP 
DATA CI,PI/(0.0 11.0),3.14159265/ 
Q=8.*PI*A1*EPS*AQ*EXKF 
Q=Q/(AQKF*(1.-EPS)) 
T4=0.0 
AL=O. 
'AH=RO 
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H=O 
C=(AH-AL)/(NINT-1) 
DO 20 IG=1,N 
DO 10 IL=1,LMAX+3 
L::::_IL-1 
Cb=FLOAT(L) 
LC=L*(L+l}+M+1 
Yi=YH3 (IG, LC} 
Y2=YH4(IG,LC) 
IF((CABS(Y1).EQ.O. ).AND.(CABS(Y2).EQ.O. ))GOTO 10 
Pl=CI**L 
DO 40 K=l,NINT 
IF(K,EQ.l)GOTO 31 
X::;AL+(K-1)*C 
E2P=EPKF1(IG}*X 
E2H=EHKF1(IG)*X 
CALL CALXBF(E2P,CL,BJl,BN1) 
CALL CALXBF(E2M,CL,BJ2,BN2) 
Fl(K)=U(iG)*Y1*BJ1 
F2(K)=V(iG)*Y2*BJ2 
F(K)=Fl(K)-F2(K) 
F4(K)=Fl(k)+F2(K) 
F3(K)=(F(K}*CI*PKZ(IG)*D4(IL,K)-0.5*D5(IL,K)*F4(K)/AD)*X*X 
GO TO 40 

31 FJ(K)=O. 
40 CONTINUE 

CALL SINT(AL,AH,F3,NINT,R1) 
P?=R1*Pl 
T4~T4+P2 

10 CONTINUE 
20 cpNTINUE 

T4=T4*Q 
R;ETURN 
E:ND 

~UBROUTINE ALM(AL1,N,L,M) 
DlHENSION U(9),V(9),YK(25),YH1(9,25),YH2(9,25) 
tiiMENSION YH3(9,25),YH4(9,25),FR0(5),EPKF1(9),EMKF1(9) 
dOMPLEX A1,AB1,AL1 1 R,S1,BJ,BN,S,CONJG,FRO,CI,EPKF1 
COMPLEX YK,U,V,EMKF1,YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,Y1,Y2,Y3,Q 
COMMON/X1/RO,DD,TV 
C\OMHON/X3/U, V, E, EMKF1, YHl, YH2, YH3, YH4, YK, SQE, A1, AB1, FRO, 

&E;l)KF1, AD 
DATA cr',PI/(0.0,1.0),3.14159265/ 
Q·=4. *PI. . 
s,=o. o 
L'C=L* ( L+ 1 ) :tM+ 1 
CL=FLOAT(L) 
Sl=SQE*RO 
QALL CALXBF(S1,CL,BJ,BN) 
DO 2 0 I G = 1 , N · 
Yl=CONJG(YHl(IG,LC)) 
Y2=CONJG(YH2(IG,LC)) 
tF( (CABS(Yl) .EQ.O.) .AND .. (CABS(Y2) .EQ.O.) )GOTO 20 
Y3=Yl*U(IG)+Y2*V(IG) 
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S=S+Y3*BJ 
20 CONTINUE 

R=(CI**L)*S*Q 
AL1=R/FRO(L+1) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TERM6(T6,NINT,LMAX,EPS,N) 
DIMENSION Fl ( 200), F2 ( 200), F3 ( 200 )_, YK( 25), F ( 200) 
DIMENSION FI(200),DFI(200),ATP(200),X(200),PKZ(9) , 
DIMENSION U(9),V(9},C4(5),C5(5),XP(4,4,4,4),YP(4.,4,4,4) 
DIMENSION YH1 ( 9 1 25), YH2 ( 9, 25), YH3 ( 9, 25), YH4 ( 9, 25) 
DIME'NSION A3 ( 5, 200), A2 ( 5, 200), E1 ( 5, 200), D4 ( 5, 200), FRO ( 5) 
DIMENSION D5(5,206),ZP(4,4,4,4),WP(4,4,4),EPKF1(9) 
DIMENSION Xh(4),FJ(4),DFJ(4),VP(4,4,4),EMKF1(9) 
COMPLEX FJ 1 DFJ,EPKF1,XP,YP,ZP,WP,VP 
COMPLEX A2,A3,E1,D4,D5,Rl,C2,Y2,Y1 
COM~LEX YHl,YH2,YH3 1 YH4,Al,AB1 1C4,C5 
COMPLEX FL,DFL1,DFL,DFL3,X1,X2,X3,FIR0 1 FRQ 
COMPLEX YK,FI,DFI,U,V,EPS 1 EXKF,EMKF1,T6,Ql 
COMPLEX DEL, BJ1, BNl, s'l, F, Fl, F2, F3, CI, ALl, PKZ 

.COMMON/Xl/RO,bD,TV . 
COMMON/X2/A~F,AKP,AQ,ALPHA,PKZ 1 EXKF,AQKF 
COMMON/X3/U,V,E,EMKF1,YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,YK,SQE,A1,AB1,FR0 1 

& . EPKF1,AD 
COMMON/X4/D4,D5,A2,A3,E1 
COMMON/X5/X,ATP,Z,CL,EE,NMESH,KRMT,JRKI,NF,INDP,IP 
COMMON/X6/F1, F2, F3, F 1 XP, YP, ZP, WP·, VP 
DATA CI,PI/(0,0,1.0);3.14159265/ 
Q1=16.*PI*AQ*A1*EPS*EXKF*PI 
Q1=Q1/((1.-EPS)*AQKF) 
T6=0.0 
JRKI=NF 
EE=E 
AL=O. 
AH=RO 
C=(AH-AL)/(NINT-1) 
LXi::LHAX+3 
DO 10 IL=l,LX 
L=IL-1 
CL=FLOAT(L) 
CALL CALXFI(FI,DFI,DEL,E,L,FIRO) 
FRO(IL)=FIRO/RO 
DO 10 K=2,NINT 
XN=AL+(K-l)*C 
IF(L.GT,O)GO TO 25 
CALL RADIAL(C4,C5,XN) 
DO 28 LL=1,5 
D4(LL,K)=C4(LL) 

28 D5(LL,K)=C5(LL) 
25 Sl=AKF*XN 

CALL CALXBF(S1,CL 1 BJ1,BN1) 
El(IL,K)=BJ1 
FI(K)=FI(K)/XN 
DFI(K)=(DFI(K)-FI(K))/XN 
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DO 60 ITEST=l,200 
. IF(X(ITEST).GT.XN)GOTO 61 

60 CONTINUE 
61 J·L=ITEST 

IF(ITEST.LE.2}JL=3 
XL(l)=X(JL-2) 
XL(2)::;X(JL-1} 
XL(3}=X(JL) 
XL(4)=X(JL+l) 
FJ(l)=FI(JL-2) 
FJ(2}=FI(JL-1) 
FJ(3)=FI(JL) 
FJ(4}=FI(JL+l) 
OFJ(l)=DFI(JL-2) 
DFJ(2)=DFI(JL-1) 
QFJ ( 3) =DFI.( JL} 
riFJ(4}=DFI(JL+l) 
CALL INTERP(XL,FJ,XN,FL,DFLl) 
dALL INTERP(XL,DFJ,XN,DFL,DFL3) 
A2(IL,K)=FL. 
A3(IL,K)=DFL 

10 CONTINUE 
LM=·LMAX+l. 
LMl=LM+l , 
:qo 12 IL3=1,LM 
L3=IL3-l 
DO 12 IL2=1,LM1 
L2=IL2-l 
DO 14 ILl=l,LMl 
Ll=ILl-1 
zjO 14 Ml=-Ll,Ll 
IMl=IABS(Ml} 
~F(IM1.GT.L3)GOT0 14 
CALL ALM(AL1,N,L3,Ml) 
LC=Ll*(Ll+l}+Ml+l 
Yl=YK(LC) 
IF(CABS(Yl}.EQ.O. }GOTO 14 
Y2=AL1 
Y2=Y2*Yl 
Y2=Y2*(-CI**Ll) 
~l=FLOAT(((2*Ll+l)*(2*L2+1}*(2*L3+l)*FAK(Ll-IMl)*FAK(L3-IM1)) 

&/(FAK(Ll+IMl}*FAK(L3+IM1)*4.*PI)) . 
¢1=SQRT(Cl)/(4.*PI) 
C2=Cl*Y2 
Xl=XP(IL3,IL2,ILl,IHl+l) 
X2=YP( IL3 ,·IL2 I ILl, !Ml+l) 
X3=ZP(IL3,IL2,IL1,IM~+l) . 
IF((CABS(Xl).EQ.O. ):AND.(CABS(X2}.EQ.O. }.AND.(CABS(X3).EQ. 

&0. ) )GOTO 14. 
DO 15 K=2,NINT 
XN=AL+(K-l)*C 
~1(K)=Xl*XN*XN*A3(IL3,K). 
~2(K)=(Fl(k}+0.5*X2*A2(IL3,K)*XN)*D4(IL2,K} 
~3(K)=F2(K)-0.5*X3*A2(IL3,K)*D5(IL2,K)*XN*XN/AD 
~(~)=F3(K)*El(L1+~ 1 K) 

I 1 -
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15 CONTINUE 
£ALL SINT(AL,AH,F,NINT,R1) 
'T6=T6+R1 *C2 

14 boNTINUE 
12 ~CONTINUE 

:~T6=T6*Q1 
~WRITE(*, 108 )T6 

108 ~ORMAT(1X, 'T6' ,2E12.4) 
:RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TERM9(T9) 
biMENSION U(9),V(9),YK(25),YH1(9,25),YH2(9,25),YH3(9,25) 
biMENSJON YH4(9,25),FR0(5),~KZ(9),EPKF1(9),EMKF1(9) 
COMPLEX U,V,T9,Q1,EXKF,EMKF1,X1,X2,X3,CI,PKZ 
COMPLEX YK,YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,A1,AB1,FRO,EPKF1 
COMMON/Xl/RO,DD,TV 
COMMON/X2/AKF)AKP,AQ,ALP~A,PKZ,EXKF,AQKF 
tOMMON/X3/U,V,E,EMKFl,YHl,YH2,YH3,YH4,YK,SQE,A1,AB1,FRO, 

&EPKF1,AD . 
CI=CMPLX(O.O,l.O) 
Ql=4.*AQ*Al*CI*CEXP(CI*AKF*(RO+DD/2)) 
Q1=Q1*TV*SQE 
Yl:(SQE-AKF) 
Y2=(SQE+AKF) 
Xl=U(l)/Yl 
Xl=Xl*SIN(Yl*DD/4) 
X2=V(l)/Y2 
k2=X2*SIN(Y2*DD/4) 
·.x3=Xl-X2 
" 'IT9=Ql*X3 
:wRITE(*,ll)T9 

11 ~ORMAT(lX, 'T9' ,2E12.4) 
~ETURN 
END 

§UBROUTINE TERM8(T8,N) 
DIMENSION YK(25),U(9),V(9),F(200),YH1(9,25),YH2(9,25),FR0(5) 
DIMENSION YH3(9,25),YH4(9,25),F1(200),F2(200),F3(200) 
biMENSION A2(5,200),A3(5,200),E1(5,200) 
PIMENSION PKZ ( 9) 'D4 ( 5, 200) 'D5 ( 5, 200) ,·XP( 4, 4, 4, 4) 'YP( 4' 4, 4 '4) 
DIMENSION ZP(4,4,4,4),WP(4,4,4),VP(4,4,4),EPKF1(9),EMKF1(9) 
bOMPLEX XP;YP,ZP,WP,VP,PKZ 
COMPLEX A2,A3,El,FRO,CONJG,EPKF1,D4,D5 
COMPLEX YHl,YH2,YH3,YH4,Al,ABl,F1,F2,F3,Yl,Y2 ~ 

tOMPLEX CI,YK,U,V,~,Q,EXKF,EMKF1,T8;E2M,E2P 
COMMON/Xl/RO,DD,TV 
COMMON/X2/AKF,AKP,AQrALPHA,PKZ,EXKF,AQKF 
COMMON/X3/U,V,E,EMKFl,YHl,YH2,YH3,YH4,YK,SQE,Al,ABl,FRO, 

&EPKFl,AD 
COMMON/X4/D4,D5,A2,A3,El 
tOMMON/X6/Fl,F2,F3,F,XP,YP 1 ZP,WP,VP 
bATA CI,PI/(0.0,1 .0),3.14159265/ 
~=8.*PI*CI*Al/AQKF 
~=Q*AQ*2.*SQRT(PI)*CEXP(CI*AKF*(RO+DD/2)) 
t . 
~ 
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c 

T8=0. 
LC=l 
DO 20 IG=l,N 
Yl=CONJG(YH3(IG,LC)) 
Y2=CONJG(YH4(IG,LC)) 
IF((CABS(Y1).EQ.O. ).AND,(CABS(Y2).EQ.O. ))GOTO 20 
Fl(IG)=CSIN(EPKFl(IG)*RO)/lEPKF1(IG)**3) 
f2(IG)=RO*CCOS(EPKF11IG)*RO)/(EPKF1(IG)*EP~F1(IG)) 
F2(IG)=(F1(IG)-F2(iG))*Y1*U(IG) 
f3(IG)=CSIN(EMKF1(IG)*RO)/(EMKF1(IG)**3) 
P(IG)=RO*CCOS(EMKF1(IG)*RO)/(EMKF1(IG)*EMKF1(IG)) 
~(IG)=(F3(IG)-F(IG))*Y2*V(IG) 
t8=T8+PKZ(IG)*(F2(IG)-F(IG)) 

20 CONTINUE 
T8=Q*T8 
WRITE(*,22)T8 

22 FORMAT(1X, 'T8' ,2E12.4) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE ~ERM10(T10,NINT,LMAX,N) 
DIMENSION F1(200),F2(200),YK(2S),F3(200),F(200),XP(4,4,4,4) 
DIMENSION FR0(5),PKZ(9) 1 D4(5,200),YP(4,4,4,4) 
DIMENSION U(9),~(9),YH1(9,25),YH2(9,25),YH3(9,25),YH4(9,25) 
DIMENSION A2(5,200),A3(5,200),E1(5,200),D5(5,200) 
DIMENSION ZP(4,4,4,4),WP(4~4,4),VP(4,4,4),EPKF1(9),EMKF1(9) 
poMPLEX A2,A3,E1,EPKF1,XP,ZP,YP,WP,VP 
;cOMPLEX YK,EMKF1,U,V,CI,FRO,D4,D5 
poMPLEX EXKF,T10,Q1,R1,F3,Y1,Y2,C2,PKZ 

·COMPLEX YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,A1,AB1,F,F1,F2,AL1,X1,X2 
toMMO~/X1/RO,DD,TV 
~OMMON/X2/AKF,AKP,AQ,ALPHA,PKZ,EXKF,AQKF 
:COMMON/X3/U,V,E,EMKF1,YH1,YH2,YH3,YH4,YK,SQE,A1,AB1,FRO, 

&;EPKF1 ,AD 
~OMMON/X4/D4,D5,A2,A3,E1 
~OMMON/X6/F1,F2,F3,F,XP,YP,ZP,WP,VP 
'bATA CI,PI/(~.0,1.0),3.14159265/ 
;Ql = 16, *AQ*A1 *PI 
~1=Q1*PI*CEXP(CI*AKF*(RO+DD/2)}/AQKF 

T10=0.0 
, AL=O. 
: AH=RO 
.. c·=(AH-AL)/(NINT-1) 

LM=LMAX+1 
DO 10 IL3=1,LM 
L3=IL3-1 
DO 12 ILl=l,LMAX+2 
L1=IL1-1 
DO 12 M1=-Ll,L1 
IM1=IABS(M1) 
IF(IM1.GT.L3)GOTO 12 
CALL AL~(AL1,N,L3,M1) 
Y1=AL1 
LC=L1*(L1+1)+M1+1 
Y2=YK(LC) 
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IF(CABS(Y2).EQ.O. )GOTO 12 
Y2=Yl*Y2 
Cl=FLOAT(((2*Ll+l)*(2*L3+l)*FAK(L3-IMl)*FAK(Ll-IM1))/ 

&(FAK(Ll+IM1)*FAK(L3+IM1))) 
Cl=SQRT(Cl)/(4.*PI) 
C2=Cl*Y2*(-CI**Ll) 
Xl=WP(IL3,IL1,IM1+1) 
X2=VP(IL3,IL1,IM1+1) 
IF((CABS(Xl}.EQ.O. ).AND.(CABS{X2).EQ.O. ))GOTO 12 
DO 15 K=2,NINT 
XN=AL+(K-l)*C . 
Fl(K)=Xl*A3(IL3,K)*XN*XN 
F2(K)=X2*A2(IL3,K)*XN*0.5 
F3(K)=(Fl(K)+F2(K))*El(IL1,K) 

15 'CONTINUE 
CALL SINT(AL,AH,F3,NINT,Rl) 
TlO=TlO+Rl*C2 

12 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 

TlO=TlO*Ql 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX IV 

C DIPOLE SUM FOR DIAMOND LATTICE-ZERO'TH PLANE 
DOUBLE PRECISION Rl,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,X3,Xl,X2,S 
READ (1,*) M,N3 
X3=FLOAT(N3) 
S=O.O 
Ml=(M+l)/2 

:: R3=X3*X3 
l.\ DO 1 0 I = 1 , M 
~I;Nl=I-Ml 
'Xl=FLOAT(Nl) 

DO 20 J=l,M 
N2=J-Ml 
X2=FLOAT(N2) 
Rl=(Xl*Xl+X2*X2)*0.5+R3 
R2=3.*R3-R1 
R4=DSQRT(Rl) 
R5=R4*R4*R4*R4*R4 
R6=R2/R5 
S=(S+R6) 

20 CONTINUE_ 
WRITE (6,*) Nl,S 

10 CONTINUE 
Sl=S/8. 
WRITE(6,32) M,N3,S,Sl . 

32 FORMAT(2X, 'M',I5,2X, 'N3',I1,5X,'S!,E16.7,2X, 'S1' 1 E16.7) 
STOP 
END 

C DIPOLE SUM FOR.THE 1ST PLANE 
DOUBLE PRECISION X,SUM,Rl,R2,R3,R4 
REAL Nl,N~ 
READ (1,*} M,N3 

.i SUM=O. 0 . 
I· 

ji DO 3 I=l, M 
! Nl=FLOAT(I-(M+l)/2) 

·,DO 2 J= 1, M 
'N2= FLOAT(J-(M+l)/2) 

Rl=Nl**2+N2**2+N1*N2 
R2=(8/3)*N3**2 
R3=DSQRT(Rl+R2) 
R4=R3*R3*R3*R3*R3 
X=(2*R2-Rl)/F.4 
SUM= SUM+ X 

2 CONTINUE 
WRITE (1,*) ·sUM,X 

'.,3 CONTINUE 
WRITE (1,10) M,SUM,N3 

10 FORMAT (2X, 'M=:,I4,10X, 'SUM=',E14.5,8X, 'N3=' ,I2) 
STOP · 
END 

C DIPOLE SUM FOR DIAMOND LATTICE-2ND PLANE 
DOUBLE PRECISION R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,RO,X1,X2,X3 
READ(1,*)M,N3 
X3=FLOAT(N3) 
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S=O.O 
M1=(M+1)/2 
RO=FLOAT(Ml) 
R3=(X3+0.5)*(X3+0.5) 
DO 10 I=1,M 
Nl=I-Ml 
X1=FLOAT(N1) 
DO 20 J=1,M 
N2=J-M1 
X2=FLOAT(N2) 
R1=(X1+0.5)*(X1+0.5)*(0.5) 
R2=R1+(X2+0.5)*(X2+0.5)*(0.5) 
R4=R2+R3 
R5=DSQRT(R4) 
IF(R5.GT.RO) GO TO 20 
R6=R5*R5*R5*R5*R5 
R7=(3.*R3-R4)/R6 
S=S+R7 

20 CONTINUE 
IF(I/20.EQ.I/20) WRITE(6,31) N1,S 

10 CONTINUE 
S=S/8. 
WRITE(6,~2) M,N3,S 

31 FORMAT(2X, 'N1=' ,I5,2X, 'S FOR Nl=' ,E16.7) 
32 FORMAT(2X, 'M=' ,I5,2X, 'N3=' ,I1,5X, 'SUM=',E16.7) 

STOP 
END 

C DIPOLE SUM FOR DIAMOND LATTICE-3RD PLANE 
DOUBLE PRECISION R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,RO,X1,X2 1 X3 
READ(1,*)M,N3 
X3=FLOAT(N3) 
S=O.O 
M1=(M+1)/2 
RO=FLOAT(M1) 
R3=(X3+0.75)*(X3+0.75) 
DO 10 I=l,M 
Nl=I-M1 
X1=FLOAT(N1) 
DO 20 J=l,M 
N2=J-M1 
X2=FLOAT(N2) 
R1=(X1+0;5)*(X1+0.5)*(0.5) 
R2=R1+(X2+1)*(X2+1)*0.5 
R4=R2+R3 
R5=DSQRT(R4) 
IF(R5.GT.RO) GO TO 20 
R6=R5*R5*R5*R5*R5 
R7=(3.*R3-R4)/R6 
S::=S+R7 

20 CONTINUE 
IF(I/20.EQ.I/20) WRITE(6,31) Nl,S 

10 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,32) M,N3,S 

31 FORMAT(2X, 'Nl=' ,I5,2X, 'S FOR Nl=' ,E16.7) 
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100 

10 

101 

20 

22 

"31 

32 

33 
30 

FORMAT(2X, 'M=' ,!5,2X, 'N3~' ,I1,5X, 'SUM=' ,E16.7) 
STOP 
END 

MAIN PROGRAM TO CALCULATE D~POLE FIELD AND DIPOLE MOMENT 
DENSITY 
DIMENSION A(33,33),P(33),X(33),E(33),INT(33) 
EMACH=1.0E-06 
PB=-3.14159*8./3. 
READ(1,*) NMAX,IT,GS,DG 
NR=NMAX 
NC=NMAX 
AZ=-3.193856 
Al=-2.086166 
A2=-0.505366 
A3=-0.00618 
A4=0.0080 
WRiTE(6,100) AZ,A1,A2,A3,A4 
FORMAT(8E12.4) 
DO 999 N=1,IT 
DO 10 I=1,NMAX 
DO 10 J=l,NMAX 
A(I,J)=O.O-
G=GS+DG*(N-1) 
GZ=-AZ*G 
G1=-A1*G 
G2=-A2*g 
G3=-A3*G 
G4=-A4*G 
WRITE(6,101) G 
FORMAT (2~ 1 'GAMA~',F7.4) 
DO 20 I=1,NMAX 
X(I)::l.o 
E(I)=O.O 
P(I)=O.O 
A(I,I)=l.O+GZ 
DO 30 I=1,NMAX 
IF(I-4.EQ.O) GO TO 22 
A(I,I-4)=G4 
A(I-4,I)=G4 
CONTINUE 
IF(I-3.LE.O) GO TO 31 
A(I,I-3)=G3 
A(I-3,I)=G3 
CONTINUE 
IF(I-2.LE.O) GO TO 32 
A(I,I,.2)=G2 
A(I-2,I)=G2 
CONTINUE 
IF(I-l.LE.O) GO TO 33 
A(I,I-1)=G1 
A(I-1,I)=Gl 

·coNTINUE 
CONTINUE 

· ·.DO 5 I=1, 7 
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5. WRITE(6,109) (A(I,J),J=l,7) 
1.99 FORMAT( 2X, 7E10, 3) 

CALL ZGE(A,INT,NR,NC,EMACH) 
CALL ZSU(A,INT,X,NR,NC,EMACH) 
NB=(NMAX+l)/2 
C=X(NB) 
DO 38 I=l,NB 

38 WRITE(6,102) I,X(I) 
102 FORMAT(2X,'I=',I2,2X,'X(I)=' ,F8.4) 

DO 40 I=l,NMAX 
40 X(I)=X(I)/C 

DO 50 I=l, NB 
P(I)=AZ*X(I)+Al*X(I+l)+A2*X(I+2)+A3*X(I+3)+A4*X(It4) 
IF(I.GT.l) P(I)=P(I)+A1*X(I-1) 
IF(I.GT.2) P(I)=P{I)+A2*X(I-2) 
IF(I.GT.3) P(I)=P(I)+A3*X(I-3) 
IF(I.GT.4) P(I)=P(I)+A4*X(I-4) 

50 E(I)=P(I)/PB 
CC=P(NB) 
DO 60 I=l,NB 
P(I)=P(I)/CC 

60 WRITE(6,103) I,X(I),P(I),E(I) 
103 FORMAT(2X,'I=' ,I2,2X,'X=' ,F16.4,2X,'P=' ,F16.4,2X, 'E=' ,F16.4) · 
999 CONTINUE 

STOP 
END 
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Photoemission cross-sections are calculated, using a simple "local" dielectric function 
for computing the photon field in the surface region and free electron wavefunctions. 
Comparisons are made with the experimental data for the frequency-dependent normal 
photoemission from the Fermi level of aluminium, and the importance of the variation of 
the photon field in the surface region is pointed out. 

1. Introduction 

Photoemission experiments o~ surfa~;es of soltds. ar~ basically concerned 
with the excitation .of electrons by the incident ppoton energy. A simple 
calculation of photo-current (in one-electron approximation) involves the evalu
ation of matrix elements of the form (t/1; I H' I t/lr), where I t/1;) and I 1/;r) denote the 
initial and final one-electron states whose energies are connected by Er-E; = nw 
and H' = (ej2mc).(p.A + A.p), p being the one-electron momentum operator and 
A.~ the vector. potential. ~ssociftted with the photon field. The states. It/;;) and I t/lr) 
are modified from the bulk-states by the presence of the surface. Similarly, the 

_. photon field als~ has-~ spatial variation ·in the surface region: · · ··. · · 
. In standard pliotoemission calculations, I •2 the one-electron states are calcu
lated with a high degree of accura<;y - but the variation of the photon field is 
generally neglected. Depending ort the type of experimental data one intends to 
compare the calculation with, this may or may not be a reasonable approxima
tion .. In the case where· one looks at the photoemission current as· a function of . 
photon . energy with. a constant. initial .state, the photon field variation in the 

·-surface region needs to:be <>onsidered more carefully, However, a first principles . \ 

calculation of the electromagnetic field in the presence of a . surface is an 
extremely complex .problem - only for the case of jellium the results are 
available. 3•

4 Bagchi and Kar, on the other hand, computed the field in a simple 
"locaF' model, using experimentally determined frequency~dependertt dielectric 
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functions as parameter, and they used this for calculation of photo-current from 
the surface state of tungsten. 5 This simple rpodel is applicab_le to those elements 
for which the frequency-dependent dielectric functions are known. In this paper, 
we use this model in conjunction with free~electron wavefunctiorts for electron 
states and show that the- results obtained agree qualitatively'with experimental 
data and" the' theoretiCal results obtained by more sophisticated jellium field 
calculations. This would indicate that we may use the simple model for 
calculation of photoemission cross-sections of other metals for which the jellium 
results would not be applicable. 

2. Formalism 

The golden-rule expression for the current density6 may be written as 

where H' is the perturbation responsible for photoemission by radiation of 
frequency (J), 11/li) and Ei refer to the initial state wavefunction and en~rgy and 

- 11/lr> and Er to the final state wavefunction and energy, and f 0(E) denotes the 
Fermi occupation function. We are considering the photoemission t9. take place 
along z-axis, which is normal to the surface. We may therefore write H' as 

I [ ~ d ld~ J H' = (e me) A (z)-+ --A (z) 
w dz 2dz w ' 

(2) 

~ A 2(z) · , 
where Aw(z) = T with Awz(z) as the component of vector potential along z-axis, 

0 -
and A 0 is the amplitude of the incident beam. The formula for phqtoemission 
cross-section can be written as 

(3) 

The model of Bagchi and Kar is employed for the computation of Aw(z). We 
assume the z-direction to be perpendicular to the nominal surface which is 
chosen as z = 0~ The metal is assumed to occupy all space to the left of the z = 0 
plane. The response of the electromagnetic field is bulk-like everywhere except in 
the surface region ·defined by - a==::; z ==::; 0. ltj this region the model dielectric 
function is chosen to be a local one which interpolates linearly between the bulk 
value inside the metal and the vacuum value (unity) outside. The model 
frequency-dependent dielectric function is therefore given by-

for· z < -a , 
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e(w, z) = 1 + [1 - e(w)]zla for -as z s 0 , 

for z> 0 . 
- . 

(4) 

For the complex dielectric function e(w, z) we use the experimental values given 
by Weaver. 7 We consider p-polarized light to be incident on the surface plane 
making an angle 0; with z-axis. The calculated vector potential of interest, Aw(z), in 
the long-wavelength limit'(wajc)- 0 is · 

[e(w)- sin20;] 112 + e(w) cosO; ' 
z< -a 

sin 20; a e(w) 

[e(w)- sin20;] 112"+ e(w) cos 0; [1 - e(w)]z +a ' 

e(w) sin 20; 
- . _ · , z>O. 

[e(w)- sin20;] 112 + e(w) cosO; 
(5) 

This expression is to be used in the evaluation of the matrix element. 
· To evaluate the photoemission cross-section we also need the initial and final 
state wavefunc;:tions. These are calculated in the free electron model with the 
potential given by 

V(z) = V0 O(z) , (6)_ 

where V0 =EF + ¢, EF being the Fermi level in the free electron model and ¢ the 
wdrk function, O(z) is the step function, O(z) = 0 for z < 0 and· O(z) = 1 for z > 0 
(see Fig. 1). By matching the wavefunctions at the. surface plane z = 0, we may 
write the initial state wavefunction as · 

{

(mj2n1z2kY'2 _!_ [eik,z + ~ki + K e-ikiz]eik,-r, , z <a· 
. L zki -K _ 

. -1/;i(r) = . 1 2iki - (7) 
(mj2n1z2kY12 --.-- e-Kzelk,·r, , z > 0 , 

- L zki -K 

where :ki 2 =
2m Ei - kl, ~ = 

2m ( V0 - Ei) + k11
2

, and k11 and r11 are the components of ;,2 . ;,2 
k and r in the K-y plane (plane parallel to the surface). 

Similarly, the' final state wavefunction may be written as 

1/lr = (8) 

z>O 
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Z=- o .... 

·"' $ 
t 

---------------- EF 

--------------- E· 
. I 

Fig. 1. Model potential used for calculating wavefunctions for initial and final states, <f> = 4.25 eV & 
V0 =15.95eV. · 

2 2mEr 2 -2 2m . 2 . . . . . 
where k1 = -

2
- - k11 , '1 = - (Er- V0) - }G1 , Er = Ei + nw. The matnx element for 

h ~ . 
photoemission can be evaluated by using the above expressions for the vector 
potential and the wavefunctions. However, to ensure convergence for z < 0, one 
has to introduce a convergence factor due to lifetime effects. This is a standard 
procedure in low energy electron diffraction and photoemission calculations (see, 
for example, Pendry2). We do it here by introducing a factor r "'.I z I (for ·z < 0) 
in the calculation ofthe·matrix element- thi.s is to take into account the inelastic 
scattering of electrons. 

3. Application 

We have applied our results for computing the normal photoemission from the 
Fermi level of Aluminium, for which experimental results as well as theoretical 
calculations using jellium model are available. The experimental results are 
shown in Fig. 2, the data of Levinson et a!. 8 having been used .. For our 
calculations, ·We have taken ¢ = 4.25 eV and Ep = 16.7 eV -:- these ·values have 
been given by Ashcroft and Mermip.. 9 Since normal photoemissio.n is considered, 
}G1 = 0; also 0; is taken . to :be· .45" as in th~ experiment. Our results· for. the 
photoemission cross-section are shown in Fig. 3 (with a= 10 atomic units). We 
see that there is qualitative agreement between. the experimental data and 
calculated photo-currents. The calculat~d curire shows a. peak at 11 e V, a 
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' Fig. 2; Experimental data of photoemission cross-section for aluminium for normal· emission from 
Fermi level, (100) face, as a function of photon·energy (from Levinson et al. 8

). 
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:::;-·c: 
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() 

Fig. 3. Calculated pli.otoemission cross-section from Fermi level of aluminium as a function of 
photon energy. 
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minimum at 15 eV.and again a broad peak around·20.5 eV.·These features are 
fllso· present in the exp~riinentai curve -'-- although the shapes of the two curves 
are different. · 

· We further investigated the origin of the peak at 11 eV in the calculated 
spectrum and concluded that it is a surface feature. As evidence for that we plot · 
the field I Aw(z)l as a function of z in the surface region for hw = 11 eV (Fig. 4). 
We see that there is- a strong peak in the middle of the surface region. For 
hw = 15 e V and 20 e V, on the other hand (Fig. 4), the plot of I . Aw(z) I . does not 
show any peak in the surface region. · 

As further evidence of the peak at 11 eV being surface-related, we show the 
results of a calculation of photo-current with. fields given by the Fresnel refraction 
formulae at the surf~ce, i.e., the fields are gi~en by' . 

z<O 
[e(ro).-:- sin20J 112 + e(ro) cos(Ji ' 

e(ro) .sin 20; 
---------- , z> 0 , 
[e(ro)- sin20Jl/2 + e(ro) cosO; 

(9) 

andthe (free-electron) wavefunctions are the same as in Eqs. (7) and (8). We see 
that, although there is a minimum around 12 e V, -there is no. peak around 

z--~ 

1. tlfJ)-2Qev 
II. /iro-1-1 ev 
Ill. flw-15ev · 

0 

Fig. 4. Plot of J;iw(z)J vs. z in the.surface region for flw= lJ eV, 15 eV. and 20eV. 
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6 

11-12 eV (Fig. 5). Above the plasmon freque_ncy, the curve shows a peak which 
is much more pronounced than that in the calculation with a surface region. The 

- peak in the experimental data above the plasmon frequency is also much less 
pronounced. Anyway, it is quite clear that the calculations with the simple 
Fresnel refraction· formulae is not even qualitatively correct ..:. in particular it 
completely fails to reprodpce the peak around 11-12 eV. 

we· have thus shown that with a simple local model for the dielectric function, 
we· can get a qualitative agreement with experimental data. There have been 
previous -calculations, notably by Levinson et a/. 8 and Barberan an~ lnglesfield 10 

for aluminium. The calculations of Levinson et a/., employing the self-consistent 
jellium model for fields in the surface region are more sophistiCated and their 
results are in better agreement with the experimental data. However, the 
calculations for jellium cannot be extended to more complicated cases, e.g., 
transition metals or semiconductors, while the model we have employed· can be 
extended to· th~se cases. So the qualitative agreement we obtain in aluminium 
apd the previous applic~tion to tne case of tungsten gives u~ confidence to apply 
our mod~l to photo~mission calculations for other metals and semiconductors. 
However, for these cases,- we cannot use free electron wavefunctions any more. 

30 

2 

L 

<s,oln~-----,-.,-------.a16,------,20;v;------,2,..4 ...J 

Photon energy (in ev) ~ 

Fig. 5. Pho~oemission cross-section from Fermi level of aluminium with Fresnel fields. 
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We are working to combine a better description of the wavefunction with the field 
giv·en by. this model for photo-current calculations of other metals. 

In conclusion, although there are shortcomings in the model for electromag- ~ 
netic field employed here (for example, since experimentally measured dielectric 
functions are used as inputs, the origin of the surface-related peak cannot be 
exactly .Pin-pointed) - it gives results il) reasonable agreement with experimental 
data, and has the potential of being use<;f ·. for. a n~mber of metals and 
semiconductors. 
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Photoemission cross-sections are calculated, using band wave functions and a spatially varying photon 
field. The solid is considered to be composed of a stack of identical layers of atoms parallel to the 
surface with a potential of muffin-tin form. The photoemission matrix element is calculated by 
appropriate expansion of the initial and final state wave function and the vector potential of the photon 
field in the muffin-tin, interstitial, and vacuum regions. The case of normal photoemission from the 
(100) face of aluminium is considered as an application. 

1. Introduction 

Experimental data from angle-resolved photoemission measurements have been very useful 
in surface physics, and to analyze the data, methods for photoemission calculation [1, 2] 
have been developed where the wave functions for the semi-infinite solid are constructed 
accurately. However, the variation of the photon field is generally neglected in such 
calculations. An accurate calculation of the electromagnetic field in the surface region is 
itself a complex problem and first principles calculations are available [3, 4] only for jellium. 
It has not been possible so far to construct a theory of photoemission incorporating both 
LEED-type wave functions and RPA-type field calculation. In any case, transition metals 
and semiconductors would be beyond the purview of such calculations. 

On the other hand, empirical calculations of fields near surfaces with 'local' dielectric 
function have been used to explain certain qualitative features of photoemission data for 
tungsten [5], palladium [6], and aluminium [7]. Even with simplistic wave functions, using 
the measured energy-dependent dielectric function, this approach has been reasonably 
successful. 

This work is an improvement on our previous photocurrent calculations [7] using free 
electron states. Here we have included the crystal potential in muffin-tin form to calculate 
the initial state wave function. The formalism has been applied to the case of normal 
photoemission of electrons at the Fermi level from the (100) face of aluminium arid the 
results have been compared with experimental data as well as previous calculations. · 

2. Scheme of Calculations 

The photoemission cross-section can be written, in the Golden Rule approximation [8], as 

dj(E) 2n , 2 -=-I l<ll'rl H 111')1 o(E- Er) o(Er- Ej- hw)fo(E- hw) [1 - fo(E)]' 
dQ h f,i 

(1) 

1
) Siliguri 734430, West Bengal, India. 
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where lJJ; and lJJr are the initial and final states and H' = (ef2mc) (A · p + p · A), A being 
the vector potential of the photon field and p the one-electron momentum operator. To 
evaluate the matrix element we have to construct lJJr and lp; and to determine A. 

We shall assume the solid to be composed of a stack of identical layers of atoms parallel 
to the surface. Further, within each layer there is one atom per unit cell and the centres of 
all the atoms lie in the same plane parallel to the surface. We consider the crystal potential 
to be of muffin-tin form. This description is the same as that for many standard photoemission 
calculations, e.g. Pendry [2, 9], and we may use the same form for the wave function in 
each layer. 

2.1 Initial and final state wave functions 

For each layer, we expand the wave functions in spherical harmonics inside the muffin-tin 
sphere and in the interstitial regions, since the potential is constant, the wave functions can 
be expanded into forward and backward travelling plane waves. For the vacuum region, 
the initial state wave function can be constructed by considering a wave function decaying 
exponentially outside the surface. With the centre of the muffin-tin sphere in the layer 
chosen as the origin, the initial state wave function may be written as 

where 

I ZJ1(R) YL(e, cp); 
L 

IP;(r) = L [ug e;K;. R + vu e;K;. R]; 
g 

" T eiK. · (r- roln e -x.(z- z0). 
1..- g , 
g 

spherical region , 

interstitial region , 

vacuum region , 

Ki = [(k + g)
11

, ± V2(E; - V0 ) - lk + gifr], 

X9 = V- [2E; - (k + g)fr] , and R = r - ci, 

(2) 

with g denoting two-dimensional reciprocal lattice -vectors and Ki the wave vector of the 
emitted electrons. ci is the origin at the j-th layer and V0 the constant interstitial potential 
with respect to vacuum. u9 , v9 are determined by LEED-type band structure calculations. 
ZL, 'I;, etc. are determined by matching at the appropriate surface. Here z = z0 is the surface 
plane with respect to the origin in the first layer. 

The final state wave function may also be determined as in LEED calculations, but for 
computational simplicity we h~ve taken it to be in free electron form. Since we want to 
apply this method to cases where the principal effect is due to the spatial variation in the 
photon field, we expect this approximation not to affect our results qualitatively. We may 
write the final states as [7] 

( ) - j eiq· (r-ro) + : : ~: e~iq· (r-ro); 

lJJcr- 2q . --- e'kr. (r- ro) . 

q + kc ' 

z > z0 , 

(3) 
z < z0 , 

where 

2 2mEc 2 
kc =---;;z- kll, 

2 2m 2 
q = hZ (Ec - V0 ) - kll , Ec = E; + hm. 
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2.2 Photon field 

To compute the photon field we use the simple model given by Bagchi and Kar [5] where 
the metal is assumed to occupy all the space to the left of the surface plane z = z0 and the 
extent of the surface region is -a~ z ~ z0 • We may write the expression for the photon 
field for the p-polarized light in the long-wavelength limit as 

Al; bulk region , 
A1 s(w)/[1 - s(w)] 

surface region , 
A(z) = z (4) 

- + f3 
a 

A 1s(w); vacuum region, 

where A1 and f3 are constants, depending on the dielectric function s, the photon energy 
liw, and the angle of incidence e. We have taken the surface region to be the same as the 
first layer, otherwise the evaluation of the matrix element becomes too cumbersome. We 
may also consider the surface layer to be equal to an integral number of layers. Although 
we are using this form for the vector potential, any vector potential which is a function 
only of the coordinate normal to the surface may be used. 

2.3 Matrix element 

We may write down the matrix element (in (1)) for the solid as a whole, 

(11'rl H' 111') = J 1pfH'1pi d3r + J 1pfH'1pi d 3r +I J 1pfH'1pi d3r, (5) 
vac. surf. j bulk 

where in each region the wave functions and the vector potentials corresponding to that 
region have to be used. For the vacuum region the integration can be performed analytically 
with the appropriate forms for 1l'i• 1pr, and A. Inside each layer, the integration has to be 
performed over both the spherical and the interstitial regions. 

The evaluations of the integral over the interstitial region is somewhat more complicated 
because of the shape of the region. To do it, we perform the integration over the whole 
layer, using the form 1l'i for the interstitial region, then subtract the contribution from the 
muffin-tin sphere. 

The integration over the whole layer is simple and comes out as a one-dimensional 
integration given by 

(6) 

where S0 is the area of the surface unit cell and z1 the layer boundary between the first 
and second layers. 
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For evaluating the integral over the muffin-tin sphere, we have to expand wave functions 
and the z-component of the vector potential spherically. For 1pi or '1/)r we use the following 
standard expansion: 

iKi ·r- 4 "'.,. (IK±I ) y (·) Y* (K±) e - n 1..- lh g r lm I lm g • 
L 

To express Az in spherical coordinates, we write it in the following form: 

with 

i 
AAz) = AAr cos()) = ---- = I B1(r) P1(cos 8) ,. 

-cos() + fJ 
a 

l 

B,(r) = 
21 

: 
1 
J AAr cos()) P 1 (cos()) sin() d(). 

0 

(7) 

(8) 

We have calculated the coefficient B1(r) analytically using standard integration tables [10]. 
The values of B1(r) for I = 0 and I = 1 are given by 

Bo(r) = 2a ln l-a_,. +_fJ l' ,. ,. 
--+/3 

a 

Bl(r) = ~r2a- fJ (!!_)2 _: + fJ l· 
3 r r r 

-- + fJ 
a 

(9) 

The terms inv~lving A~ ,may also be evaluated similarly in terms of D1(r). 
We calculate the matrix element in the muffin-tin region using the interstitial wave 

functions for the initial state. This term may be written as 
. . i' . 
T2 = 8np1 L--

9,z21 + 1 

x [ { iKi; J [u,P,(K;)j,(IK;;~ •) - ,,P,(K;)j,(IK,;<I •)I B,(,·) •' d•} 

- {;a J [ u,P,(K :)j,(JK:,J •) + ",,' ,(K;) j,(]Jr,,] •)] D,(•) •' d,} J (10) 

where Ki = Kir · i and rm is the muffin-tin radius. 
Using the radial wave functions for the initial state inside the muffin-tin sphere we 

calculate the integration as a product of a radial part, which has to be evaluated numerically 
and another one involving the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The integral may be written as 

"' ZL,(-i)
1
'YL,(kr) I'm[{ i. [() J 2 . 2 } T3 = 8npl 1..-

21 
· 

1
. , CL,!o.L3 ;- fL,(r) r + CL,z,L,fi,(r) r 

L,,z,,L, 2 + ur _ 
0 

xB1,(r)- ~ Cf,1,L,};,(r)r2Dz,(r)]ji,(krr)dr, (11) 
2a 
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where C1 are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Therefore, the surface layer contribution to 
the matrix element can be obtained from the relation T. = T1 - T2 + T3 • 

For the bulk layers the matrix element can similarly be calculated for the muffin-tin and 
interstitial regions but since the photon field is a constant here, integrations are simpler 
compared to that for the surface layer. Almost all of these integrations have to be performed 
numerically. 

3. Application 

We have applied this method to normal photoemission from the Fermi level of aluminium 
as a function of photon energy. The muffin-tin potential and the crystal parameters used 
are those given by Pendry [9]. For the band structure calculation the imaginary part of the 
crystal potential has been taken to be zero. 

For the photon field calculation, the data given by Weaver [11] for the complex dielectric 
function of aluminium as a function of photon energy were used. Since the final state was 
taken to be free electron like, a convergence factor of exp ( -az) was introduced in the final 
state. We have taken [12] Er = 11.7 eV, V0 = 15.95 eV, and thelatticeconstantfor aluminium 
as 0.405 nm. In Fig. 1 we show the result [13] obtained for normal photoemission (k

11 
= 0) 

for a p-polarized photon incident at 45° to the surface normal. The two curves shown 
correspond to two different values for the parameter a defining the surface region in the 
field calculation (4). The curve with open circles is for a taken to be the same as the thickness 
of the first layer while the plot with filled circles is for a equal to the thickness of the first 
two layers. We note here that we have taken the first layer width to be different from the 
other layers - this was done so that the surface plane can be taken to be tangential to the 
last layer of muffin-tins. The scales of photocurrent for the two curves are not the same, we 
have plotted them so that the peaks around 11 e V are of comparable height. The value of a 
was taken to be 0.35 (the same value used earlier with free electron initial and final states). 

(X= 0.35 

0~~--~~~~~~-=~~~~=-~~ 
8 13 18 23 

Photon energy (eV) ----

Fig. 1. Variation of the photocurrent (arb. units) with photon energy for normal photoemission from 
the Fermi level of the aluminium (100) face with the surface region a for field variation. Open circles for a 
taken equal to the thickness of the first layer, full circles for a equal to the thickness ofthe first two layers 
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The calculated photocurrent shows a peak at 11.5 eV followed by a minimum at the 
plasmon energy(~ 16 eV) and a broad maximum around 20 eV. We have seen that these 
features are also present in the experimentally observed results [14, 15] and in our previously 
calculated [7] photocurrents. In the·experimental curve for the photocui:rent, we have seen 
that the ratio of the peak heights of the two peaks (below and above the plasmon energy) 
is of the order of 6 and in our previous result it was 15 but now this·ratio comes out to 
be ~3.6 for a equal to the thickn·ess of the first layer only and ~23 for a equal to the 
thickness of the first two layers. 

So, we may conclude that use of band wave functions gives better agreement compared 
to previous calculations with free electron wave functions. From Fig. 1 it is evident that 
the field variation may be taken to be over the first layer only, at least with this model. 
For a complete calculation of photocurrent we have included LEED-type final states and 
work for that is in progress part of which has already been reported. 
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The dipolar local field near the surface for simple hexagonal, hexagonal close-packed and 
diamond structure has been computed by considering a slab geometry. The technique 
of plane by plane summation for dipolar fields has been used and' self-consistent field 
determined with large enough number of layers. 

The local, or effective electric field for a polarizable infinite lattice has been studied 
for a long time (see for exampl~, Born and Wolf1). The self-consistent local electric 
field near the surface of a dipolar lattice for simple cubic, face-centred and body 
centred cubic structures have also been calculated.2 In this paper, we consider 
three other structures, simple hexagonal, hexagonal close-packed (hcp) and diamond 
structure. The first two do not belong to the cubic system and so the Lorentz-

. Lorenz relation is not expected to hold (although, for the ''ideal" hcp structure, the 
relation does hold); the Bravais lattice for the diamond structure is face-centred 
cubic, but the fact that there exists a two-atom basis means that in addition to the 
atomic sites for the face-centred cubic structure there would be an equal number of 
atomS in. other sites and the' local field in the surface plane is quite different from 
the face-centred cubic case, as we shall discuss later. 

The procedure for calculating the self-consistent local field is essentially the 
same as in Ref. 2; we have also used similar notations. A slab geometry of finite 
number of la~tice plane have been considered- the lattice planes are assumed· to 
be infinite, parallel to the surface. We have considered an electric field normal 
to the surface plane; the polarizability tensor was assumed to be diagonal; the 
molecules in each site would be polarized- these were taken as point dipoles
and all the dipoles lying in one plane would be parallel to one another and would 
have the same magnitude. The first step is to compute the field from an infinite two
dimensional lattice of parallel dipoles of equal moment. This can be evaluated either 
by explicit sum within a finite region and approximating the rest by an integration 

PACS No.: 78.20. 
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with uniform dipole density3 or by transforming the discrete lattice sum to a highly 
convergent slim analytically.4-6 We have used the former technique to evaluate the 
two-dimensional lattice sum. 

Let us denote different planes by the index 11 and take P 11 to be the local dipole 
moment density for the lattice plane 11. We shall consider v = 0 to be the reference 
plane -positive valu~s· of 11 denote planes with a positive value of i (above the 
reference plane) and negative 11. values refer to planes below the reference plane. 
We shall consider an applied field Eo = Eo z in the z-direction. The field from the 
dipoles in the plane 11 will depend linearly on P11 and the z-component of the total 
contribution of all the dipole fields may be written as 

{1) 

where the sum over 11 includes in principle all the planes in the slab we are consider
ing.and the coefficient ev has to be determined for each lattice structure. However, 
only a few of the ev 's have non-zero values- at least to the accuracy we are con
cerned with. We shall give expressions for evaluating ev for each of the structures 
we consider. 

We now consider a slab of L lattice planes. The local electric field at a lattice 
point in the pth plane, (p = 1, 2, ... L) may be written as 

Efoc z = Eo + '"' eJl-vPv , ' L....!v 
(2) 

where the su~ over 11 is from 1 to L (although, in practice, only those t~rms for 
which es are non-zero have to be retained). 

Taking the volume polarizability to be r, the self-consistency condition for the 
local dipole moment density, given below: 

{3) 

will yield the matrix equation 

(4) 

where 
(5) 

Inversion of the matrix M, where it is permissib~e, gives us the self-consistent dipole 
moment density on each plane; in particular, it· would give the behaviour near the 
surface. Then, by using formula (2) we can compute the dipolar field on each plane. 

In the following we shall consider the three structures-simple hexagonal, hexa
gonal close-packed and diamond, separately. In each case we shall give expressions 
for e and compute. the self~ consistent dipole moment and the. dipolar field plane by 
plane. We shall also discuss the significance of the results obtained. 
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1. ,Simple Hexagonal Structure 

For the simple hexagonal lattice, the sites in a plane with reference to an origin at 
a lattice point may be written as 

(6) 

and for any other plane parallel to it, we may write 

(7) 

where a = cfa and the surface is taken to be perpendicular to the z-axis. The 
electric field due to a dipole of moment d; at point ri is 

_ ""'' 3(di- ri)- r[di 
Ed- L....t . . 

. i r/ (8) 

If we consider rl as the lattice vectors in the reference plane (given by (6)) and 
·noting that if dll is the dipole moment for the dipole in the plane ll, then the dipole 
m~ment density for thatplane is 

p- 2djj 
- v'3aa3 · 

(9) 

We can write the expression for eo as 

(10) 

(the point n1 = n2 = 0 is excluded). 
' 

For the other planes, we note that ell = e - ll and 

with the plane index ll = na. The values of eo, 6, etc. calculated from (10) and 
(11) are shown in Table 1 for a = 1.59 (this value is typical of simple .hexagonal 
structures). These are in agreement with the previously computed values.4•6 Fur
ther, to the accuracy we are interested in, it is necessary to take only eo and 6 into 
account, so the sum in (2) would be restricted to Ill -vi ::; 1. 

We have also calculated RJJ/ Pb and EJJ/ Eb (where Pb and Eb are the bulk values 
of the dipole moment and the dipole field) for a 21-layer film with a number of values 
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Table 1: e,. for various planes for simple hexagonal, hexagonal close-packed and diamond structure. 

Plane e,. 
Index Hexagonal I Hexagonal close-packed I Diamond 

11 cr = 1.59 I cr = 1.63 I = 1.86 I. 
0 ~15.6046 -7.8023 ....:7.8023 -3.1939 

1 0.0043 -0.2868 -0.1460 -2.0862 

2 0.0000 0.0015 0.0003 -0.5054 

3 0.0000 0.0006 0.0000 -0.0062 

4 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOQO 0.0080 

5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

of r. (We have seen that 21 layers are enough to ensure convergence; actually, in 
this case convergence may be achieved even with a fewer number oflayers). Except 
for a very small range near r = -0.064 for which the matrix cannot be inverted, 
the results look the same-with virtually no change at the surface plane for the 
dipole moment or the dipolar field. This is not unexpected, since we have seen that 
leo/e11 "' 3.6 x 103 , almost the entire contribution to the dipolar field comes from 
the in-plane dipoles, and so there is almost no variation in P1J Pb or E,./ Eb from 
plane to plane. In Fig. 1, we have plotted E,./Eb and P,./Fo for r = 0.1, but there 
is virtually no change if we take any other value of r. 

3. Hexagonal Close-Packed Structure 

For this structure, in addition to the lattice planes for the simple hexagonal case, 
we have another set of planes halfway between the former ones. The coefficient eo 
can be calculated using the same formula (10) as in the case of simple hexagonal 
structure, with an additional factor of 1/2 which comes in as there are now two 
atoms per unit cell. The original planes of the simple hexagonal lattice now become 
even numbered planes, and we may use (11) to calculate e,., with an additional 
factor of 1/2 with I' = 2n3 . For the odd-numbered planes we note that the sites 
may be denoted by the vectors 

with at= ax, 

We can then write, for odd planes 

with I' = 2n3 + 1. 

1 ~ J3 ~ 
a2 = 2 a:v + 2 ay, aa = cz. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Variation of dipole moment density, normalized to the wufom1 bulk value, (P,./ Pt,) 
against "'' the plane index, for the volwne polarizability r = -0.1 in sinlple hexagonal lattice. 

· (b) Variation of the local dipolar field normalized to its bulk value, (E,./Eb) against r = -0.1 in 
sjmple hexagonal lattice. 

In Table 1, we have shown the computed values of eJJ obtained from Eqs. (10), 
(11) and (12) for two values of a-, 1.63 (corresponding to "IDEAL" HCP structure) 
and 1.86. For cubic symmetry, it is known that 

""" e =- 871' 
L.....,IJ IJ 3 (13) 

which·gives the familiar Lorentz-Lorenz result. We note that for the "ideal" HCP 
structure also, this relation holds, although the symmetry is not cubic. For I' = 1.86 
.however, the sum ,over eJJ does not give -871' /3. This is perhaps another illustration 
of the close relationship between the face-centred cubic and ''ideal" hexagonal close
packed structure. 

For determining the dipole moment and the dipolar field in the surface region, 
we· have taken a 21 layer slab and constructed the matrix M in ( 4) and inverted 
it to obtain the dipole moments PJJ and the dipolar field, layer by layer. It may 
be mentioned here that taking 21 layer ensures convergence and increasing the 
number of layers does not change PJJ/ Pb or EJJ/ Eb, at least to the accuracy we 
are interested in. For a- = 1.63, in Fig. 2, we show PJJ/ Pt, and EIJ/ Eb for three 
values of r. Actually the points for integral values of I' are relevant-- these points 
have been joined by lines for visual aid. r = -0.10 and r = -0.14 correspond to 
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1.6 

I I'= -0.14 

II I'= -0.1 

III I'= 0.1 

0.6L-------------l 
12 

(a) 

1~ r----------------, 

I I'= -0.14 

II 1'=-0.1 

III 1'=0.1 

0.7 L-..__ ________ ___j 

12 

(b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Variation of P,_./Pb against p,, the plane index, for r = -0.14, -0.1 and 0.1 in "ideal" 
hexagonal close-packed structure. (b) Variation of E,_./Eb against p,, for r = -0.14, -0.1 and 0.1 
in "ideal" hexagonal close-packed structure. 

values of r just beyond the range for which the matrix M may not be inverted. For 
r = -0.14, i.e., just below the forbidden range, we see the maximum enhancement 
in the dipolar field for the surface layer, although the enhancement is not very large. 
The behaviour for both EJJ/ Eb and PJJ/ Pb is both oscillatory for this value of r, 
ag;;tin the similarity of behaviour with face-ce11tred cubic case2 may be noted. For 
r = -0.10, just above the forbidden range and r = 0.1, the variation in the dipolar 
field for the surface layer is smaller and the oscillatory behaviour is also absen.t. For 
a= 1,86,we have plotted PJJ/Po and EJJ/Eb for the same three values of r, and 
the behaviour is qualitatively the same, but the difference bet~een the surface and 
bulk values for PJJ (or PJJ) is smaller than for the "ideal" case_. 

4. Diamond Structure 

The diamond structure has the face-centred cubic lattice as the underlying Bra
vais lattice with a two-atom basis. In this case we have, therefore, in addition to 
FCC lattice planes, an ~qual number of planes int'erspaced between these:; For the 
reference plane, eo is given by: 

(14) 
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1jr--------------------. 

1 r= -o.14 
n r= -o.1 
m r = o.1 

Layer number (p)-+ 

(a) 

12 

1.2 

l 1.0 111\7 

!! I~ rl 
II 

1 r = -0.14 
n r= -o.1 
m r = o.1 

0.8 ':-__________________ __J 

12 
Layer number (p)-+ 

(b) 

Fig; 3. (a) Variation of P,_./Pb against /.L, for r = -0.14, -0.1 and 0.1 in hexagonal close-packed 
structure with a = 1.86. (b) Variation of E,_./Eb against ~-'• for r = -0.14, -0.1 arid 0.1 in 
hexagonal close-packed structure with a= 1.86. 

Fqr planes located at distance (n + 1/4)a from the reference plane (i.e., 1st plane, 
. 5th pl~ne etc.) we have 

3(na + ~) 2 - [;i + ~ (n2 + ~) 2 + (na + ~) 2 ] 
[ ;1 + ~ ( n2 + ~) 2 + ( na + ~) 2] t 

with Jl = 4na + 1 (na = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ) . 

For planes at distance (n + 1/2)a from the reference plane (i.e., 2nd, 6th etc.) 

(15) 

e~~ = ~ L: 3(na + ~)2- [Hnl + ~)2 + Hn2 + ~)2 + (na 5+ ~)21 
s_ nl,n2 [Hnt + ~)2 + Hn2 + ~)2 + (na + ~)2p (16) 

with Jl = 4n3 + 2 (na = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ) . 

Similarly, for planes denoted by Jl = 3, 7, ... etc., 

c _ ~""' 3(na + ~) 2 -:- [Hnt + ~) 2 + ~(n2 + 1)
2 
+ (~ + n3 )

2
] 

,~~- ~ ~ 
. . 8 nl,n2 [Hnt + t)2 + Hn2 + 1)2 + (~ + na)2] 2 (17) 

with Jl = 4na +3 (na = 0, ±1, ±2, ... ) 
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and for planes denoted by p. = 4, 8, . . . etc., 

(18) 

with 1-' = 4n3 (n3 = ±1, ±2, ... ) . 

The even numbered planes are those in common with the FCC structure-the odd 
numbered planes are the new ones. As in the previous cases, here also {p = { - p.; 
we give the values of {p in Table 1. Again to the accuracy we are interested, only 
{ 0 , { 1 , {2, {3, and {4 (calculated from 14-18) have non-zero values-the rest of 
them can be taken to be zero. We note also that Ep {p = -8 · 1r /3 (to 0.05 percent) 
as is to be expected, since diamond structure has cubic symmetry. 

To determine the local field near the surface, we consider for this case a 33 layer 
slab, we take a larger number of layers as now there are more non-zero {~ 's and also 
because, in contrast to the other cases, the influence of the other two planes above 
and below the reference plane is comparable to the reference plane itself. 

3r------------, 

I r=10.0 
11 r=o.s 

III r = -0.1 

-1 L_ ______________ __J 

18 
Layer number (p) ~ 

(a) 

1.4 r-----------.,---------, 

I r=lO.O 
II r=O.S 

III r = -o.1· 

0.4 L------------------l 
18 

Layer nwnber (I')-

(b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Variation of P,./Pb against p, the plane index, for r:::;; 0.5, 10.0 and -0.1 in diamond 
structure. (b) Variation of E,./ Eb against 11- for r = 0.5, 10.0 and 0.1 in diamond structure. 

The· results for the dipole moment density and the dipolar field obtained by 
inverting the matrix M also show (Fig. 4) some interesting results. There is a 
large range of r, from -0.12( ...... -3/87r) to very large negative values, for which 
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the inversion process breaks down. We have shown the results for r = -0.1 just 
above this range. We see the behaviour similar to the other tases-both P,./ Pb 
and E,./ Eb are less than one on the surface plane and monotonically goes to one as 
we go into the bulk. For large positive values of r, PiA/ I\ and Ejj/ Eb behave in a 
different manner. We show in Fig. (4), the results for r = 10. We see that P,./Pb 
has a large oscillatory behaviour. The first layer has a P,. greater than twice the 
bulk value, while the second layer has a negative value, i.e., the dipole moment is in 
the direction opposite that of the bulk! The dipolar field is also oscillatory, but the 
dipolar fields for the first and second layers are 0.98Eb and 1.01Eb, which is quite 
a contrast to the behaviour for the dipole moments. This·can happen because as 
we have remarked above, the influence of the two neighbouring planes together is 
actually greater than that of the reference plane. The oscillations in P,. are such 
that their total effect is to make the dipolar field for each layer remains almost the 
same. For r = 0.5, the results shown in Fig. 4, are similar, but now the oscillations 
in P,./A, are smaller. For values of r larger than 10, theoscillations grow larger 
and at some stage 33 layers are inadequate to achieve convergence. However, for 
the values of r shown in the Fig. 4 convergence was achieved with 33 layers. 

The results for diamond structure are therefore, the most interesting ones. First, 
there is a large range of r for which our procedure breaks down, i.e., for these values 
of r the system can support spontaneous polarization modes. Second, for positive 
r values, we see large changes in dipole moment from layer to layer, but the dipolar 
field shows much smaller variation. We think that this behaviour can be traced 
to the fact 161......, leol, in particular l2edeol > 1, which again has its origin in the 
fact this interlayer spacing (a/4) is smaller than the distance of the in-plane nearest 
neighbour (af...ti). 

We have here considered three structures for which the self-consistent dipole 
moment density and the dipolar fields have been determined layer by layer. From 
a comparison of these results along with those for the simple cubic, face-centred 
cubic and body-centred cubic systems, we are led to believe that for the structures 
(and for the crystallographic directions) for which the interplanar spacing becomes 
much smaller compared to the d"istance of the nearest neighbour in the plane, the 
behaviour of the dipole moment and the local field would be more interesting. 
However, in no case we have seen an enhancement in the dipolar field for the surface 
by an order of magnitude or more. This is consistent with the conclusions reached 
with the cubic structures. 
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Photoemission .calculations have ·been perfonued using the Kronig-Penney model and 
including photon field ·variation with the help of a simple niode!, where the dielectric 
response in the surface region is a local function li1iearly interpolated between 'the vacuum 
value and the experimentally measured bulk value. Results with different dielectric 
fwtctions are also'presented. 

For photoemission calculations, .the current densi.ty may be written with the help 
of golden rule expression 1 as 

dj(E) 21r I 'I )·:1 2·. (·. . . . ·c... .· . . ( . · 
~ = h EI(1/Jr H 1/;; 6 E-.Er)~. Er ~ E;- .r!W)fo(E- !iw) 1- f 0 (E)], (1) 

where \,P;) and 11/Jr) refer to the initial and final slates, and H'· = (e/:2mc)(A·p+p:A) 
Ylith p being the one electr.on momentum operator and A is th.e·vector potential 
for the photon field. Although the one electron states are treated qui.te accurately 
in mauy photoemission cal~ulation~ (see; f~~ exaiTJple, Ref. 2), the variation of the 
photon field in the surface region is usually neglected. We 'have used. a simple model 
for field calculations3 with the exper.ime.ntally determined photon energy-dependent 
dielectric functions as the input .par'!-met.ers, ·a~·d us~d this in conjunction with 
free electron wave functions to explain the normal photoemission from ·t.he. Ferm.i 
level for aluminum (lOQ) surface with s~me success:4 Tci incorporate band .st~ucture 
effects, we shall consider hert> the Ktonig-Penney.model for the eiectron states, and 
determine the photoemission cross section with th.is model. " 

The Kronig-Penney model has been u~ed in connection with surface electronic 
states by several authors.5·6 It has been·se~n that ~ome·~urface related features come 
out, at least qualitatively, from th,ese calculatiqns. · Schaich and As I~ croft 7 have 

PACS No:: 79.60-i. 
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calculated numerically the photo yield by using the modifi~d form of the Kronig
Penney model. Band structure effects were also included in it. They used the 
wave function of M itchell8 for free electron gas in a semi-infinite box and consid
ered the photon field vector to remain constant. However, the numerical data as ~~ 
obtained by them in t.he case of potassium is quite realistic. This is evident. for the 
nature of the photocurrent. data obtained by them from various planes below the 
surface. St.eslicka9 had performed a detailed calculation of the surface states using 
the Kronig-Penncy model both for the semi-infinite and the infinite-crystal modeL 
Eldib 10 had ·also applied the Kronig-Penney model to one-dimensional crystal. lie 
had citlculated only the clect.ronic energy bands for mono- and polyatomic crystals 
and compared his dat.a with the one computed by using t.he linear combinations of 
atomic orbital methods. 

In this paper, we shall use a one-dimensional Kronig-Penney model to represent 
the crystal potential field by a linear array of 6-func.tion wells. I3y using essentially 
the electromagnetic field for p-polarized radiation, as given by I3agchi and Kar ,:1 

and also used by us previously,4 we shall calculate the photoemission cross section. " 
The initial state wave function will be the one deduced by Thapa and Kar. 11 The 
relevant matrix element then can be written as, using atomic units (e = m = h = I), 

(t/!r!H'It/J;) = 1: 1/J[(z)H't/Ji(z)dz, 

( I 'I 1 1"' [ • ) dt/J; 1 • ( dAw l 1/Jr,H 1/!iJ = -<X lf'[ (z)Au..(z d; ~ 21l'r z) dz1/J;(z)j dz, 

(2) 

using the commutation relation between A and p, with Aw(z) being the vector 
potential for the photon with energy fiw. 

'rhe expressions for Aw(z) are the same as given by I3agchi and Kar,3 and may 
be written as 

{

Al, 

Aw(z) = A1 c(w) , 
z/a + B1 1- c(w) 
c(w)AI, 

z < -a/2, 

-a/2 < z < a/2, 

z > a/2, 

(3) 

with c(w) being the dielectric function and A1 and B1 are constants depending 011 

c:(w) and the angle of incidence. The surface region is -a/2 :::; z :::; a/2 where the 
dielectric function is a linearly interpolated one between the vacuum value and the 
bulk value. 

In Eq. (2) above, tl>r(z) is the free electron final state wave function as given by 
the following expression: 

{ 

(1/27rq)l/2 . .l:i_ eik1z, , -z < 0, 
q + kr 

tl>r(z) = (4) 
(1/27rq)l/2 [eiqz + G ~ ~; )e-iq~], z > 0, 

wh:re kf = 2Er, q2 = 2(Er- vo), and Er = E; + tu.,;. 
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To evaluate the initial state wave function 1/J;(z), one generally solves the one- · 
dimensional Schrodinger's equation which can be written as . 

(5) 

·where kf = 2E and V(z) is the 6-func.tion potential of the Kronig-Pcnney model. 

We shall calculate t/';(.::) by mat.ching the wave function and .its derivative al. 
z = 0. Let. </!(.::) denot.e the Bloch wave function deep in the metal apd 1/1"(.::) the 
time revPrsal ver:;ion of r/>(z). The eigenfunct.ion in the ~emi-inlinite solid (.:: < 0) 
has been chosen t.o have the form 

t/J;(z) = ¢(z)- P¢*(z), (6) 

. where P is the reflection coefficient which was evaluated by matching the wave 
·function and the slope· at z = 0. One can then show that the init:al state wave 
function for z < 0 may be written as 

where 

1/J; ( z) = ( 1 - i Pe-i6 sin 6)cik;z - ( P - ici 6 sin 6)c-ik;z , 

k· 
cot 6 = _....!. 

g 

(7) 

with g being the strengt\1 of the potential. The initial state wave function outside 

the metal (z > 0) is 

1/J;(z) = Te-xz, (8) 

where T is the transmission coefficient across the boundary plane and 

2' 
x = 2(V0 - E),. (9) 

V0 being the step potential at.the surface. By matching conditions at. z = 0, we get 

(x- ik;)- (k;- ix)ci6 sin 6 
p = (x- ik;) + (k;-:- ix)c:....i6 sin 6 '. 

T = . · 2k; sin 2~ . . . 
(x- ik;) + (k; .,...- ix)c-•6 sin 6 

( 1 0) 

( 11) 

The proper evaluation of P and T with the appropriate numerical values for other 
factors enables one to write explicitly the initial state wave function 1/!;. The j>ho

toemission cross section was calculated by using the formula 

( 12) 
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The matrix element I= (1/JriH'I1/.>i} in Eq. (12) can be written as· 

( 13) 

To calculate the phot.ocurrent, these· i~Jtegrals were evaluated analytically, where 
possible, or numerically. To ensure convergence a factor of c-olzl was introduced 
for z < 0. This represents t.he effect of inelastic collisions. \Ve have used complex 

. dielectric functions corresponding to tungsten and silicon. The data for these were 
those giveu by Wcaver 12 and Edwards. 13 Since it is a model calcu!ation, we have· 
chosen the same set of data (in a.u.) for these t.wo cases: E = 0.43 eV, 6 = -0.5753, 
g = 0.60, and 0 = 45°. 

Tungsten 

I 

1.010 

...., 
c 
Ill 
1... 
1... 
:;, 
(.) 

0.510 .8 -. 
0 

..c o-o a=1 0 ·a.u. 
. .. 

Q.. ~· ... ·"':-

•-•a=O .,.-
-~· 

0.010 
14 19 24 29 

Photo'n energy in eV !· 

Fig. 1. Photocurrent against photon energy plots with tungsten dielectric ftmctions for a . 

10 a.u. and a = 0, i.e. with Fresnel field. Tl.e scales for the two curves arc not the same; the)t 
have been. so adjusted that the maxima for the two curves become comparable. 

.·:;.L. 

The results obtained with the dielectric function of tungsten for n 0.5 and' 
a = 10 a.u. are shown in Fig. 1 (the curve with open circles). As expected, there . 
is a minimum around the plasmon energy (r!Wp) which in this case is about 25 eVi 
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There is a p-eak below IIWP and another broad mie above it. We also did a calculation 
without ~ny si.nface region (Fig. 1 :--'- th<~ curve with closed circles) and again we 
find t!ia( the 1~1inimum -at the plasmon energy is missing, but instead there is a 
maximum at 27 e V. Experimental observations of photocurrcnt from the tungsten 

. ( 100) surface state did show a minimum at the liwp and this supports our <;on elusion 
that the surface variation of the vhoton field is important. in analyzing this tyfie of 
spectrum. 

1.202 

0.802 

0.402 
I 

I 

Silicon 

o-o a=O 

•-· • a= 1 0 a.u. 

0.002~----~--~--------~---------+--~~L-~~~~ 

5 10 15 20 25 

Photon energy in eV 

Fig. 2. Photocurrent against photon energy plots with silicon dielectric functions for a = 10 a.u. 
and a= ·o, i.e. with Fresnel fieid. The scales for the two curves are not the.same; they have been 
so adjuste~ that the maxima for the two curves become comparable. 

We have also used this model in conjunction with the dielectric .function c:(w) 
for silicon as given by Edwards 12 which is a semiconductor and has a somewhat 
different dielectric response. \Vith the san1e Kronig-Penney parameters and the 
same E, ~he results for o- ,;, 0.5 and a = 10 a.u. are ~hown in Fig. 2 (the curv~ 
with filled circles). As in the other cases, there is a minimum at the plasmon energy 
around 16 eV. Therte is a maximum below liwp and the current rises also beyond 
IIWp. But in this case, we see another mi~irnu'(r which is at 21 eV. The reason 
for this can be traced to the behavior of c(w) fbr silicon which has instability in 
the region of 21 eV. As a result" of this, the fields inside the solid become extremely 
small and, consequently, the photocurrent als-o shows a ~inimum: The photocurrcnt 
_calculated with .no surface region, i.e: with Fresnel fields. (Fig. 2- the pl~t with 
open circles) shows no minimum at 16 eV (the plasmon energy 9f silicon} and a 
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maximum at. 21 eV. This, again, demonstral.es that ihe behavior with and without 
the surface region is strikingly different.. 

A study of these cases shows that the surfacr) va;·iation of the photon field is 
important. in calculating photoernission cross section, since neglecting it fails to_ 
reproduce the minimum at· the plasmon energy. We also see- that using dielectric 
functions cori-esponding to different elerr1ents changes the results. All of these point ;-:; 

to the fact that a full fledged photoemission _calculation should indude the correct 

variation of photon field near the surface. 
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